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This  document  contains  users'  instructions  for a modified version of the 
NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Model Computer Program-Version 5. The in- 
structions  assume  the  reader is familiar with  the  material  contained  in NASA Con- 
tractor Report NASA CR-2631, "NASA/MSFC Multilayer  Diffusion  Models and  Com- 
puter Programs-Version 5, by R. K. Dumbauld and J. R. Bjorklund, December 
1975. This modified version of the  original  program  consists of a NASA/MSFC 
Cloud-Rise Preprocessor  Program and a NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Pro- 
gram, both of which will be  referred to as Version 6. 
The NASA/MSFC Cloud-Rise  Preprocessor  Program is executed  using any 
desired  vertical  profile of meteorological  data  (usually  rawinsonde  data)  for a spe- 
cific  rocket  vehicle and pollutant. The Preprocessor  Program  automatically cal- 
culates  the rise of the  rocket  exhaust  cloud,  the cloud source  dimensions at cloud 
stabilization, and other  necessary  inputs  required by the NASA/MSFC Multilayer 
Diffusion Program. On option,  the  Preprocessor  Program  either  punches  the  input 
da ta  to cards o r  writes the da ta  to  mass storage and magnetic  tape files for  sub- 
sequent  processing by the  Multilayer  Diffusion  Program.  The  users'  instructions 
for  the NASA/MSFC Cloud-Rise  Preprocessor  Program-Version  6 are given  in 
Section A. 
The NASA/MSFC Multilayer  Diffusion  Program-Version 6 can be executed 
from  input  data  prepared  by  the  user  or  from  input  data  prepared by the Preprocess- 
or Program. If the  data  arefromthe  Preprocessor  Program,  they  can be in card  form 
or on mass  storage and tape, and all data  cases  can be processed  in a single  execution 
with a single  blank  input  card.  The  Multilayer Diffusion Program  uses  these input 
data to calculate, on option, patterns of concentration,  dosage,  time-mean  concen- 
tration,  time of cloud passage,  ground-level  deposition and surface  water pH due to 
precipitation  scavenging and ground-level  deposition  due to gravitational  settling. 
The  users'  instructions  for  the  Multilayer Diffusion Program-Version 6 are given 
in Section B. 
These  versions of the  Preprocessor and Multilayer  Diffusion  Programs 
differ from  previous  versions of the programs and now incorporate: 
0 The latest da ta  for the heat content and chemistry of 
rocket  exhaust  clouds 
0 Provision for the automated calculation of surface water 
pH due to  the  deposition of HCl from  precipitation  scav- 
enging 
0 Provision  for  the  automated  calculation of concentration 
and dosage  parameters at any level within the  vertical 
bounds for  which  meteorological  inputs  have  been  speci- 
f ied 
0 Provision for execution of multiple cases of meteoro- 
logical data  
In  addition,  some  calculation  procedures,  such as the  procedures used to 




USERS' INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE NASA/MSFC CLOUD-RISE 
PREPROCESSOR COMPUTER PROGRAM-VERSION 6 
This  computer  program is specifically  designed  for use  with  the NASA/ 
MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Program-Version 6 and will not  function  properly with 
previous  versions of the  main  program.  The  Preprocessor  Program  produces a 
complete  set of data  decks  for input to the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Pro- 
gram-Version 6. The  program is specifically  designed  for  use with launches of 
the Space Shuttle, Titan IIIC, Delta-Thor 2914, Delta-Thor 3914 and Minuteman II 
vehicles.  The  data  decks  produced on option by this  program  include a complete 
card deck for  each of the  four  pollutants HCI, CO, C02 and A$O3 for  Models 3 and/ 
or 4 and/or 5 i n  the NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Program-Version 6. 
The  Cloud-Rise Preprocessor  Program is written  in Fortran IV and re- 
quires  approximately 17,000 locations of core  storage on the Univac 1108 Computer. 
The  program  requires  card input, print  output and optionally  punch or mass  stor- 
age and tape file output. Sections A. 1 and A. 2 describe  the  Program input  data. 
Section A. 3 describes  the  Preprocessor  Program output  data and Section A. 3 gives 
a complete FORTRAN listing of the  Preprocessor  Program.  For convenience, the 
NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Program is referred to as the Main Program  in 
the following text. 
A 1  PROGRAM INPUT  PARAMETERS 
The  Preprocessor  Program  requires  the  input of the following  meteoro- 
logical  parameters: 
Standard  deviation of the wind azimuth angle in  de- 
grees  measured at the first reference  height z over a 
10-minute time  period 
1 
3 
- Ambient air density  in  grams per cubic meter measured 
at z 1 
- Height in feet or  meters  at which  the  meteorological 
measurements are taken 
e - Wind direction  in  degrees at z 
U Wind speed in  knots o r   m e t e r s   p e r  second at z 
T - Ambient air temperature in degrees  Celsius at z 
P - Ambient air pressure  in  millibars at z 
RH - Relative humidity in  percent at z 
The  Program  also requires control information indicating: (1) vehicle 
type, (2) whether  the  computer  run is for  a normal or abnormal launch, (3) whether 
z is in  feet or meters,  (4) whether  u is in knots or meters   per  second, (5) height 
of the  surface  mixing  layer  which  must  coincide with one of the z inputs above,  and 
(6) the  model  being  used and the  pollutants  for  which data  decks will be  produced. 
A. 2 PROGRAM INPUT DATA  CARD SEQUENCE 
The first card  in  the  input  data  deck  contains  general case titling  informa- 
tion  and is used for a page  heading  in  the Preprocessor  print  output and is also 
punched in  the output  data  deck  for  input to the  Multilayer  Diffusion  Program.  The 
second input card contains control information and (T and p at the surface. 
AR 
Data Card 1: 
Columns 1 - 72 - General data set titling  information. If input as 
(NAMCAS) blanks,the  program  will  use the information  input 
into the previous  case  processed. 
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Data  Card 2: 
Column 1 - Number of special  data  cards  containing  additional 
(NSPE  CL) inputs to pass  on to the  Main Program  This  data 
is described  under  Data  Card N + 2 to M (EXTR) 
below, The maximum value is 5. 
Columns 2 - 4 - Punch these characters indicating the vehicle type. 
TTN is the Titan J3IC vehicle; 
STL is the Space Shuttle  vehicle; 
DT2 is the,Delta-Thor 2914 vehicle; 
DT3 is the  Delta-Thor 3914 vehicle; 
MIN is the  Minuteman I1 vehicle. 
(VEHICL) If left blank  Titan  IIIC is assumed. 
Columns 5 - 7 - Punch YES o r  leave blank if the run is for  a normal 
(NORMAL) launch. 
Punch NQ)1 if the r u n  is for  an  abnormal  launch  where 
a single  engine  burns  on  the  launch pad. Not pro- 
duced for  the  Delta-Thor and Minuteman J3 vehicles. 
Punch N@2 if the  run is for  an  abnormal  launch  where 
a slow  burn on the pad occurs. 
(@ is alphabetic) 
Column 8 - Punch M o r  leave  blank if the  heights z are in meters. 
(IFEET) Punch F if  the  heights are in feet. 
Column 9 - Punch M o r  leave blank if the wind speed u is in 
(KNOTS) meters per second. 
Columns 10-39 Punch  the d a b  of the  meteorological case o r  any 
(DATE) case identification  information  (optional). 
Columns 40-45 * - Punch the initial temperature of the solid propellant 
(TPRaP)  indegrees F. If left blank,  the  average  temperature 
at KSC for  the  indicated.month is used. 
Columns 46-51* - Punch u 
(SI GAR) AR 
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Data  Card 2 (Continued) 
Columns 52 -58 * - 
(RHO) 
Columns 59-66* - 
(Z SP) 
Punch p 
Punch any special  calculation  height  in  the same 
units as z below. These  columns are optional and 
if  punch, this  height  and  the  surface  height (0) are 
passed to the Main Program  for  calculations. 
Punch a 1 if output  (dosage and concentration)  for 
Model 4 is desired;  leave  blank if not. 
Punch a 2 i f  output for Model 5 is desired  (precipi- 
tation  deposition) using the Model 4 source and 
meteorological structure (HCl only). Punch a 3 if 
output  (dosage  and  concentration) for Model 4 including 
depletion  due to precipitation  scavenging is desired. 
Punch a 1 if  output  (dosage and concentration)  for 
Model 3 is desired;  leave blank if not. 
Punch a 2 i f  output for Model 5 is desired  using  the 
Model 3 source and meteorological  structure (HCl 
only). Punch a 3 if  output (dosage and concentration) 
for Model 3 including  depletion  due  to  precipitation 
scavenging is desired. 
Punch a 1 if output for HC1 is desired;  leave  blank 
if not. 
Punch a 1 i f  output for CO is desired;  leave  blank if 
not. (Not produced for Model 5). 
Punch a 1 if  output for A1 0 is desired;  leave blank 
if  not. (Not produced for Model 5) .  2 3  
Punch a 1 i f  output for CO is desired;  leave  blank 
i f  not. Produced only for ?he Titan IIIC vehicle. 
(Not  produced for Model 5). 
Punch a 1 if  cloud the  trajectory  range and azimuth 
bearing are to be calculated and cloud rise time is to 
be  printed;  leave  blank if  not. 
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Data Card 2 (continued) 
Column 79 - 
Punch a 1 if the  distribution of the  source  material 
in  the  layers is to have an elliptical  shape.  Leave 
blank if the  distribution is to be  spherical. 
Punch  a 1 if column 67 o r  68 is a 2 for Model 5 and 
output  units in pH (surface  water  acidity)  from  the 
Main Program  are  desired.  Leave blank if Model 
5 is to  be  in  milligrams  per  square  meter. (Option 
ISKIP (q' in Main Program). 
If left blank,  the program  provides  for  calculations 
in  the Main Program at the  surface and a t  the  special 
height  specified in  Columns 59-66 (if punched). 
Punch  a 1 if Main Program  calculations  are to be 
performed  at only the cloud rise height (H) and at  the 
special  height  specified in Columns 59-66 (if punched). 
Punch a 2 if main  model  calculations are to be per- 
formed  at  the  surface,  the  cloud  rise  height (H) and 
the  special  height  specified  in  Columns 59-66 (if 
punched) . 
Punch  a 1 if  column 67 or  68 is a 2 and maximum 
possible  precipitation  deposition  from Model 5 is 
desired.  Leave  blank if Model 5 i s  not  being  used o r  
if the  precipitation  deposition  from Model 5 is to be 
dependent up011 the  timeof  the start of precipitation. 
(Option  ISKIP(4) in  Main Program). 
Punch a 1 if concentration and dosage of precipita- 
tion  deposition  from  the Main Program is to be 
printed  for all calculation  points.  Leave  blank if  not. 
(Option ISKIP(1) in Main Program) 
Punch a 1 if rnaJrimum centerline  concentration and 
mqirnum dosage o r  maximum  centerline  precipita- 
tion  depssition. a r e  to b e  printed by the Main Program. 
Punch  a 2 for  maximum  centerline  plots only. Punch 
a 3 for maximum centerline print and plot. (Option 
ISKIP(2) in  Main Program). 
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Data  Card 2 (continued) 
. .  Column 80 - I Punch a 1 if isopleths of concentration  and  dosage 
(IW(14) 1 or  precipitation  deposition are to be  printed by the 
Main Program.  Punch a 2 if isopleth.plots are only 
produced.  Punch a 3 i f  isopleths are to be printed 
and plotted. (Option ISKIP(3) in Main Program). 
Data  Card 3: (This  data  card is read only if column 74 of data  card 2 is 1). 
Column 1 -4* - Punch  the  entrainment  parameter  for the  alongwind 
blank,  the  program  uses .64 for a normal  launch  or 
.5 for  an  abnormal launch. 
(GA"AX)  dimension of the  elliptically  shaped cloud. If left 
Column 5-8* - Punch  the  entrainment  parameter  for  the  crosswind 
(GAMMAY) dimension of the  elliptically  shaped  cloud. If left 
blank  the  program  uses .64 for a normal  launch o r  
.5 for  an  abnormal launch. 
Column  9-12* - Punch  the  entrainment  parameter  for  the  vertical 
(GAMMAZ) dimension of the  elliptically  shaped  cloud. If left 
blank  the  program  uses  .64  for a normal  launch o r  
.5 for an  abnormal launch. 
Data  Card 4: 
Column  1-2 - Punch  the  Fortran  logical  unit  number  ight  justified 
(METUNT) from which the  input  data is to be read. If left blank, 
the  program  uses  logical  unit 5. 
Column 5-6 - Punch the month of the meteorological data right 
(METDAT(1) ) justified. 
Column 7-8 - Punch the day of the meteorological data right 
( M E  TDAT(2) ) justified. 
Column 9-10 - Punch the year of the meteorological data right 
(METDAT(3) ) justified. 
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Data  Card 4 (continued) 
Column 17-18 - 
(I@UN T) 
Punch  the  hour of the  meteorological sounding right 
justified (00-24). 
Punch  the  Fortran  logical  unit  number  for  the output 
data  right  justified. If 7 is punched, the  output  data 
is punched to cards. If left blank o r  10 is punched, 
the output  data is written to mass  storage  random 
access  unit 10 as a case inventory. Also, a directory 
of cases on unit 10 is writ ten sequentially  to  tape o r  
mass  storage  unit 12. It is the  user1 s responsibility 
to  assign  units 10 and 12. Unit 10 must be a mass  
storage file of at least 14 positions on the Univac 1108 
and unit 12 can be  either  mass  storage  or tape. These 
files can  be  temporary  or  permanent files and, if 
temporary,  the  Preprocessor and Main Program 
should be  executed  sequentially in the  same run. 
Data  Card 5: (This  data  card is read only if card  column 67 o r  68 on  data  card 2 
is greater than 1). 
Column 1-10* - 
(RAINRT) 
Column 11-20* - 
(LAMBDA) 
Column 21-30* - 
(TIM1) 
Column 31-40* - 
( Z L N )  
Punch  the  rainfall  rate in inches  per hour. If left 
blank,  the  program  uses 0 . 3  inches  per hour. 
Punch  the  rainfall  scavenging  coefficient in units of 
per  second. If left blank, the  program will calculate 
the  scavenging  coefficient  using  the  following  equation 
scavenging coefficient = 5.2 x I O - ~ ( R )  
0.567 
where R is the rainfall rate in  inches  per  hour 
Punch  the time of the start of rain  (seconds) after 
launch time. If left blank, zero is used. This para- 
meter  is not  used if  maximum  possible  precipitation 
deposition is being  calculated. . .  
Punch  the  maximum  height  in  meters  through  which 
precipitation  can  occur. If left blank,  the  program 
uses  the height  selected  for  the  mixing  layer height. 
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Data Card 5 (continued) 
Column 41-50* - Punch the duration of the rain in hours. If left blank, 
(DURAT) the  program  uses 1 hour. This parameter is not 
used if maximum  possible  precipitation is being cal- 
culated. 
Data Card 6-N: (N must be less than o r  equal to 26). 
Column 1-10 * - Punch the height of the layer boundary o r  sounding 
( Z) height. 
Column 11-20* - Punch  the wind direction in degrees. 
(WD) 
Column 21-30* - Punch  the wind speed. 
(WS) 
Column 31-40* - Punch  the  temperature in degrees  Celsius. 
(T) 
Column 41-50* - Punch  the  pressure in millibars. 
(P) 
Column 51-60* - Punch  the  relative  humidity  in  percent. 
(RH) 
Column 80 - Punch  an  asterisk (*) if the  height on this  card is 
(IHW the  surface  mixing  layer height. If none of the  data 
cards  contains  an  asterisk,  then  the last height  input 
is used as the  surface  mixing  layer height. 
Data  Card ,N + 1: 
Column 1 -60 : - This card signifies the end of the layer meteorological 
data on data  cards 6-N by leaving  columns 1-60 blank, 
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Data  Card N + 1 (continued) 
Column 80: - Punch a 1 i f  this case is to be followed  by  another 
data case. Leave  blank if  this is the last data case 
for  the  Preprocessor  to  process, 
Data Card N + 2 - M: (These  data  cards are not read if column 1 on data  card 2 
is blank o r  zero.  Otherwise, M is the  value  in  column 
1 on  data  card 2 plus N + 1). 
Column 1-80 - Punch data input variables in a namelist format  for 
(EXTR) use  in  the Main Program that are not used o r  provided 
for  in  the  Preprocessor. Any variable' that can be 
input to the Main Program  can  be  included  in  these 
data cards. The number of data cards is given in 
column 1 on data  card 2. The  program  reads  these 
cards  and inserts  them  unaltered at the end of the 
preprocessor  namelist  output  prior  to  the $END card. 
Any variable  entered on these  cards will override  any 
equivalent  variable  produced by the  preprocessor. 
The  data items input are punched  exactly as if  they 
were to be included  in  an  input namelist  deck  to  the 
Main Program,  except $NAM2 and $END cannot 
appear on these  cards.  For  example, if the  user 
wants to use a special  grid  system  rather  than  the 
Main Program  default  grid  system,  the following 
data could be input beginning in column 2. NXS = 10, 
XX = 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 
10000, This  input  data would change  the  axis  radial 
distances  used in the Main Program  calculations  for 
this and subsequent case runs. If this input  data is 
not to be used o r  if the  default axis is to be used  in 
subsequent cases these  values  must  be changed  in 
these cases to  the  desired  values.  Setting NXS = 0 
in  the  next case would result  in  the  defauIt  radial 
axis. 
*Each of these fields is read  using a format  for real numbers.  Except  for  data  card 
3, the  number  plnched  in  these  fields  must  include a decimal  point  (period)  unless 
it is a right  justified  whole  number  in the field. If the decimal  point is omitted on 
data  card 3, the two low order  digits  in  each  field are assumed to be the  tenths and 
hundreths  positions of the  number. 
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&3 PREPROCESSOR PROGRAM OUTPUT 
The Preprocessor  Program  willproduce a complete card  deck  for  direct 
input to the NASA/MSFC Multilayer  Diffusion  Program-Version 6. The first card 
of each of the  output  data  decks is a case identification  card  containing  the  vehicle 
type, date of sounding,and pollutant type. The second  card  contains $NAM2 and the 
last card of each case deck  contains $END. A complete description of this entire 












- Model 4 
- Model 4 
- Model 4 
- Model 4 
- Model 3 
- Model 3 
- Model 3 
- Model 3 
- Model 5 and 4 
- Model 5 and 3 
A. 4 FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING FOR THE NASA/MSFC  CLOUD-RISE PRE- 
PROCESSOR  PROGRAM  VERSION 6 
This  section  contains the complete FORTRAN source listing of the NASA/ 
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SLGkR - S T A ~ D A R ~ ,   L E V I ~ T I O I U  OF THE WING AZIMUTH ANGLE AT THE VHCllOOO 
SURFACE MEASU~~EMENT HEIGHT (OkGREES) (CARD 2 COL 46-51) VHCl l lOO 
(F6,O FORMAT) VhC11200 
HhO - SURFACE A I R  LEIUSITY (G/Ci4*3)  (CARD 2 COL 52-58 F7.0 FORMAT) VKl l3OO 
LSP = SPECIAL CALCULATION  hEIGHf I N  Al jDITION TO THE SURFACE VHC11400 
(F8.0 FCIRkAP) VhC11600 
ISirJ(1) - 1F SLT TO i CALCULATL PAHAMETEAS FOR MODLL 4 VHC11700 
IF St;T TO 2 CALCULATE PARAMETERS FOR MODEL 4 ArJD USE VHC11800 
iN CONJUNCTION WITH MOOEL 5 - (DATA CAHO 5 IS REAO WITH VHC11900 
MOLEL 5 IS fkiE PRECIPITATION OEPClSITIOlv MOOEL (SEE ISW(9)VHC12100 
1F SET TO 3 CALCULATE  PAHAMETEHS FOR MODEL 4 AS I F  1 BUT VHC12300 
ALSO INPUT CARD UrJIT 5 TO CALCULATE  cONCE~UTRATIOIU AND VHC12400 
L)OSA(;E WiTH UEPLETION DUE TO PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING VHC12500 
IF SLT TO 0 ijrODEL 4 IS NOT PHODUCEO ( C A W  2 COL 6 7 )  VHC12600 
ISW(2) - 1F SLT TU 1 CALCULATE PAHAbiETEHS FOR MODEL 3 VHC12700 
LF SET TO 2 CALCULATE PARAMETERS FOR MODEL 3 ANI3 USE VHC12800 
ZN COh~UNCTION WITH MOOEL 5 - (DATA CARD 5 XS READ WITH VhC12900 
THiS OPTZOb) VHC13000 
IF SLT TU 3 CALCULATE PAKAME'IERS FOR MODEL 3 AS I F  l r  BUTVHC13100 
ALSO INPUT CARD UNIT 5 TO CALCULATE  CONCENTRATIOh AND VHC13200 
ilOSA6E WITH LEPLETIOh DUE. TO PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING VHC13300 
LF SET TO ci i d 0 E L  3 IS NOT PF(0DUCED (CARO 2 cOL 6 8 )  VHC13400 
l S V f ( 3 )  - I F  SET To 1 UATA FOR HCL I S  PRODUCED VhC13500 
AF SLT TO 0 hCL ISFJOT PRODUCED (CARD 2 C V L  69) VHC13600 
i S w ( 4 )  - I F  SET T G  1 UATA FOR CO IS PROGUCED VhC13700 
AF SET TO 0 GO IS NOT PRODUCED (CARD 2 COL 70 )  VHCl3800 
ISlru'(5) - I F  SkT TQ 1 UATA FOR AL203 IS PRODUCED VHC13900 
i F  SET TO 0 AL203 I S  hoT PROLuCED ( C A R D  2 COL 71) VhC14000 
ISW(6) - I F  SLT TO 1 dATA FOR C02 IS FRODUCED VHC14100 
I F  SET TO 6 C G 2  15 NOT PHOWCED (CARD 2 COL 7 2 )  VHC14200 
lbh(7) - I F  SLT TG 1 THE CLOUlj TRkJECTORY COORDINATES DELXvDELY VhC14300 
AHt: CALCULATED AivO  PUtI;CHED FGR EACH LAYER, IF S€T TO 0 VHC14400 
CLWt TRAJECTORY COOfiOINATES ARE NOT CALCULATED VHC14500 
AL50p LAYER CLOUG RISE TIME IS CALCULATEL, (CARD 2 COL 73)vhC14600 
I b k ( 8 )  - I F  S i T  TC, 1 TtiE PROGtiAN USES AN ELLIPTICAL SHAPE RATHER VHCl4700 
HEIbHT Pfu THE SAME UNITS AS 2 BELOW (CARD 2 COL 59-66) VHC11500 
'rtus OPTION V~c120GO 





































C A h  F4.2 FORFIAT, ALSO, THIS CARD 15 NOT READ IF 1Sd(8 )=Ol  ALSO, VHC18600 
C ThE DEFAULT  VALbE FOR EACH  PARAMETER IS e64 FOR A NORMAL LAUNCH VHClR700 
C AluO .5 FOH AN ADNORMAL LAUNCH. ALSO, THE PRODUCT OF ALL THREE VHC18800 
C PARAMETERS ~vIUST EQUAL (,64)**3 FOR A NORMAL LAUNCH OH I F  ABNORMAL VHC18900 
C GAMMAX*GA~~\MAY MUST EQUAL (0 ( 5 )  *s2 VHC19000 
C GAMMAX = ~;;NTRAII~MEI\~T PARAMETER FOR THE X OR ALONGdINO DIMENSION  VHC19100 
C FOh AN ELL~PTICALLY SHAPED CLOUD ( I S k ( & ) = l  ONLY)  VHC19200 
C (CARD 3 CQL 1-41 (USE  DEFAULT FOR DELTA-THGR)  VHC19300 
c GhMklAY - El\ITRAIi+lt;i~T PARAKETER FOR THE Y OR CROSSWIt\10 DIMENSION VhC194OO 
C FOH AN ELLIPTICALLY SHAPED CLOUD (ISW(8)=1 ONLY)  VHC19500 
C (CARL) 3 C O L  5-81 (USE DEFAULT FOR DELTA-TFIOH) VHC19600 
C GAMelAZ - t;NTRAIi'uME;I.df PAHAMETEk FOR THE Z OR VERTICAL DIMEhSION VhC19700 
C FOK AN ELLIPTICALLY SHAPED CLOUD ( I S W ( B ) = l  ONLY) VhC19800 
C (CHRU 3 CUI.. 9-12) (USE  DEFAULT FOR DELTA-THOR) VhC19900 
C MtTUhT - FOkTt4AN U N ~ T  FHObi WHICH TO READ  MET, DATA (CAFiD 4 COL1~2)VHC20100 
C DEFACILT = 5 CARD DATA. VHC20200 
C MtTrjAT( 1) - Miji4TH OF i C T .  UATA (CARD ir C O L  5-61 VHC20300 
C M t T i ~ A f ( 2 )  m DAY OF MET, DATA ( C A R 0  4 COL 7-81 VHC20400 
c METuAT(3) - YEAH O F  MET, DATA (CARD 4 C O L  9-10) VHC20500 
c l u S I b ~  - HOUR OF sObr4bIl4e (0-24) (CARD 4 C O L  13-14) VHC20600 
C ICIUNT = F3HTRAN UNIT ~t+iEHt PUNCH  OUT AS TO BE SLNT (CARDS OH TAPElVHC20700 
C (CkhD 4 COL 17-18) (DEFAULT = 10 MASS STOiiAGE U h I T  1 0 )  VHC20800 
C I F  IOUNT = 10 THE P R O ~ R A M  HLQUIRES HkSS STORAGE LOGICAL VhC20900 
C UNIT 10 AIJO TAPE OR MASS STORAGE L O G I C A L  Ur i IT 12. UNIT VHC2J.000 
C 12 COlqThINS T ~ I E  DIRECTORY INFORMATION FOR EACH  CASE AND VHC21100 
2 U N I T  10 CONTAINS THE CASE DATA CARD INFORMPTION IN A CARD VHC21200 
C IMAGE FORMAT FOR NAMELIST INPUT. VhC21300 
c RAIhJHT - hALNFkLL RATE FOR PRfCIPITATiON GEPOSITIUN (MOBEL 5 )  VhC21500 
C (CARC 5 COL 1-10)  I N  UNITS OF INCHES PER HOUR. VHC21600 
c (F1O.D F O H M A T ) .  (DEFAULT = 0.3 INCHES/HOUR) VHC21700 
C LHM~DA - HAINFALL SCAVENGING COEFFICIENT (CARD 5 COL ll-2G) I F  VHC21800 
C LEKO Oh uLANI( LAFiSDA IS CALCULATE0 FROPI RAINRT. VhC21900 
c (F10.0 FOHciAT) VHC22000 
C TIMA TIME IN SECONDS OF STAFtT OF RAIN (CARD 5 COL 21-30) ,   T IM1 VHC22100 
C I S  MEASUttED FROM LAUNCti TIME AIVD IS USED ONLY I F  ISW(11) VHC22200 
C ABOVL i s  SET T O  0 1  (FICI.0 FORMAT) (DEFAULT = 0.0) VHC22300 
C-DATA LAHD 4 VHC20000 
C-DATA CAH.U 5 (READ 0M.Y IF ISW(1) OR fSW(2)  EQUALS 2 OR 3)  VHC214.00 

C THZS DATA NOULIJ  CHANGE THE AXIS  RADIAL DISTANCES TO THESE VHC26200 
C NEW VALUES FOR THIS CASE RUN, I F  SUBSEQUENT  CASES ARE NOT VHC26300 
c GOING TO USE ThESE VALUES OR I F  THE DEFAULT A X I S  IS TO 6E VHC264.00 
C USED THESE VALUES MUST BE CHANGE0 TO THE DESIRED VALUES OR VHC26500 
c NXS INST BE bET TO 0 Oh THE  N XT  CASE TO  GET THE DEFAULT AXVHC26600 
C IF NSPECL IS 0 THIS DATA CARO(S1 IS NOT HEAn VHC26700 
C VHC26800 
c I h I T I A L I Z €  CORE TO ZERO VtiC26900 
5 Dcr 10 I=lvlOl VHC27000 
I i ( 1 )  = 0 VHC27100 
I F  ( I  ,GT, 142) GO TO 10 VHC27200 
I 5 ( 1 )  = 0 VHC27300 
I F  ( X  ,GTa 61) GO TO 1Q VHC27400 
IF (I eGT, 44) GO TO 10 VHC27600 
I F  (X e G T e  12) GO TO 10 VHC27800 
IF (I eGTa 13) GO TO 10 VHC28000 
I 3 ( 1 )  2 0 VHC27500 
Ib(I) = 0 VHC27700 
I2(l) = 0 VhC27900 
14(1) = 0 VtiC28100 
10 CUNTXNUE VHC28200 
C VHC28300 
C srts PROGRAM COl\rSTANTS jr** VHC28400 
C QCl-TOTAL SOURCti  OUTPUT HATE IN GRAMS/SEC FOR A NURCIAL LAUNCH VHC28500 
C QT1- TOTAL SOURCE STRENGTH I N  GRAMS FOR NORMAL LAUNCH VHC28600 
C QC2 - TOTkL SOGRCE OUTPUT RATE I N  GRAMS/SEC FOR AN  ABNORMAL LAUNCHVHC28700 
C 81Th ONE ENCiJNE  DURIJING ON PAD VHC28800 
c Qr2 - TOTAL'SOURCE SThENGTH I N  GRAMS FOR AN ABNORMAL LAUNCH WITH VHC28900 
C ONE ENGINt  t3URNING 6i.j PAD VHC29000 
C QC3 TOTAL SOUHCE OU'TPUT  RATE. IN GHAMWSEC FOR AN ABNORMAL LAUNCHVHC29100 
C kHERE ENGINES EXPLODE AND BURN ON GROUND  VHC.29200 
C WT3 - TOTAL SOUHCL STRENGTH I N  GRAMS FOR At4 .ABNORWAL LAUNCH WHERE VHC29300 
C THE ENGINES EXPLODE AND BURN ON GROUND VHC29400 
C A A  AND 88 - ROCKET RISE PARAMETERS TN EQUATION TR=AA*Z**BB VhC29500 
C HtATN - HEAT OUTPUT (CALIbI NORMAL LAUNCH VHC29600 
C HEATM = HtAT OUTPUT ( C A L / G )  ABNORMAL  LAUNCH WITH  SINGLE  ENGINE  VHC29700 
C BURN VHC29800 







































C ,GAMMA1 - CNTRAI~MENT PARAMETER FOR hORMAL LAUNCH VHCSOOOO 
C GAMhlAC - ENTRAIkMENT PARAMETER FOR ABNORMAL LAUhCH V~c30200  GAMMA1 = 0.64  VHC30100 
GAMMAC = 0.5 VHC30300 
GHMMAX = 0.0 VhC3OYOO 
GAMMAY = 010 VHC30500 
G A M ~ ~ A Z  = o .a VHC30600 
C FKQ -.FRACTIOlvAL DISTHIBUTION OF MATEkIAL FOR HCLp CO, C O 2 8  AL203 VHC30700 
C inlf'F'~~L = MOLCCULAR WEIGHTS OF HCL, C O P  C02 VHC30800 
WTMOL(1) z 36.46 VHC30900 
n('lM~L(2) = 28101 VHC31000 
hTMOL(3) = 44.121 VHC31100 
C G - ACCELERATION OF GKAVXTY (M/SE[; SQUARE) UHC31200 
C C P  - SPECiFIC M A T  OF A I R  VHC31400 
CP 0124 VHC31500 
c P i  - RADIANS Ih I80 DEGREES VHC31600 
P I  = 3,1445926  VhC31700 
NU1 = 69 VHC31800 
N C I  = 69 VHC31900 
00 12 I=l,IO VHC32000 
12 ISKJP(1) Z 0 VHC32100 
NPS z 0 VHC32200 
c VHC32300 
C ** CARD 1 VhC32400 
RLAU 1002,  NAMCAS VHC32500 
00 15 1=1,12 VHC32600 
I F  (NAMCAS(1) ,NE, 18LK) GO f Q  17 VHC32700 
15 CONTINUE VHC32800 
09 16 I=1,12 VHC32900 
16 NAMcAS(1) = NAMT(1) VHC33000 
17 DO 18 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 2  VHC33100 
;La NAMT(1) = NAMCAS(1;) VHC33200 
C VHC33300 
C ** CAhD 2 VHC33400 
RLAB 1000, N S P E C ~ I V E H I C L ~ N O R M A L , I F E E T , K N ~ ~ S , ( D A T E ( I ) ~ I = ~ ~ ~ ) ~ T P R O P ~ V H C ~ ~ ~ ~ O  
1SlGARtRHO~&Pt ISW VHC33600 
G = 9 ,8  VHC31300 












































































































































































































































































































































































7 2 7 r  
720* 





























7 3 t h  
759* 

















































6 U 8 *  
dug* 
dlO* 














































































































1ZOX,!jOHFRACTIONAL DISPRIBUTIO~U OF THE ABOVE MATERIALS I S  ,4(F5.3,  CSTO3700 
~ZOX,~~HMOLECULAK WEIGHT OF THE ABOVE MATERIALS IS ~ 3 ( ~ 7 r 3 , 1 H ~ )   ~ S T 0 3 9 0 0  
21Ht ) /  CSTOSBOO 
J1 = NO CSTO4000 
I F  (NORMAL .EQ, 1) J1 = YES CST04100 
32 = NO CST04200 
IF (IFEET .kQ. J T P ( 1 ) )  32 = YES CSTO4300 
IF (KNOTS .EQ. I T P ( 2 ) )  J3 = YES  CSTO45OO 
N 1  t IFQ(2)  CST04600 
I F  (42 .Ear YES) N 1  = IFQ(1)  CST04700 
N2 = IFQ(4)   CST04800 
I F  (33 OEQm YkS)  N2 = IFQ(3)  CST04900 
PRIhT 2002, (~ATE(I)rl=1,5),Jl,J2,J3,TPROP,SIGAR,RHO,HM CST05000 
2002 FORMAT (IhO,52X,26H*-X PROGRAM INPUT bATA *-*//25X,llHDATA CARD l/CSTO5100 
129X,BHTITLE a ,5A6/29X,28HNORMAL - IS LAUNCH NORMAL ? ,A3/ CST05200 
229Xp54HIFEET ARE. LAYER BOUNDARY HEIGHTS 2, AND HM I N  FEET? tA3/ CST05300 
329XP39HKNOTS TS THE WIFJD SPEED kS I N  KNOTS? ,A3/ CST05400 
J3 = NO CSTO44OO 
82YX,77HTPROP - THE i N l T I A L  TEMPERATURE OF THE PROPELLANT I N  DEGREECST05500 
9s FAHRENHEIT IS  ,F6.1/ CST05600 
429Xt67HSIGAH - STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE AZIMUTH kIND ANGLE I N  DEGCST05700 
629Xp42hRHO - A I R  DENSITY IN GRAMS/CUBIC METER IS pF913/ CST05900 
729Xp39HHM - UEPTH bF SURFACE MIXING LAYER I S  ,F9.3) CSTO6OOO 
2009 FORMAT (29X,25HSOUKCE SHAPE I S  SPHERICAL)  CST06200 
2010 FGRHAT (29X,26HSOURCE SHAPE 1,s ELLIPTICAL)  CS 06400 
PHINT 2011, NZS CSTO6SOO 
2011 FORMAT (25Xp20HUATA CARD 1 THROUGH p 12/33X,67HLAYER BOUNDARY WIWiTO6600 
PRINT  2003, N1,1\12 CST06800 
5REES IS ,F703/  CST05800 
I F  (ISW8 .EQ. 0 )  PRINT 2009 CST06100 
I); ( I s h 8  rEBo 1) PRlNf 2010 CST06300 
1p DIRECTION WINO SPEED TEMPERATURE PRESSURE) CST06700 
2003 FORMAT ( ~ ~ X , ~ H Z , ~ X , ~ H ( ~ A ~ F ~ H ) ~ ~ X ~ ~ H W D  (DEG) ,5X,2HWS,lX,lh(,A5,lH1CSTO6900 
DO 10 X=l,NZS CST07100 
1 ~ 2 X t 9 H T  (DEG C) ,6X,bHP (Me) t3Xp12HRH (PERCENT) 1 CST07000 
10 PRINT 2004, Z ( I ) , W D ( I ) , U B A R ( I ) , T ( T ) , P ( I ) , R H ( I )  CST07200 
2004 FURkAT (34X,FY.3,9X,F9o4,4X,F9o4,5X,F9r3,3X,F9.3,5X~F7.3) CST07300 




















Y 6 *  
97* 
90* 
Y 9 4  



















































































i u 4 *  
lU5* 
I U 6 *  
1u7* 
lU6* 




~ 1 3 *  
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9 l *  
y2* 
Y3* 
Y 5 *  
96r 
Y7* 
Y 8 *  
99* 
LOO* 
L U l *  
L02* 
i 0 3 *  
L U 4 *  








~ 1 3 *  
g Y4* 
OXY 07500 
O X Y 0 7 6 0 0  
O X Y 0 7 7 0 0  
O X Y 0 7 8 0 0  
D X Y 0 7 9 0 0  
O X Y 0 8 0 0 0  
O X Y 0 8 1 0 0  
OXY 08200 
D X Y O 8 3 0 0  
O X Y 0 8 4 0 0  
O X Y 0 8 5 0 0  
OXY08600 
D X Y O 8 7 0 0  
D X Y 0 8 8 0 0  
O X Y 0 8 9 0 0  
DXYO9000 
D X Y 0 9 1 0 0  
D X Y 0 9 2 0 0  
OXY09300 
D X Y  09400 
O X Y  09500 
O X Y 0 9 6 0 0  
D X Y 0 9 7 0 0  
O X Y 0 9 8 0 0  
D X Y 0 9 9 0 0  
DXYlOOOO 
D X Y l O l O O  
D X Y 1 0 2 0 0  
D X Y 1 0 3 0 0  
D X Y 1 0 4 0 0  
D X Y 1 0 5 0 0  
D X Y 1 0 6 0 0  
DXY10700 
O X Y 1 0 8 0 0  
D X Y 1 0 9 0 0  
D X Y l l O O O  





































































30 00 E; ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ * ( ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ * ~ Q ~ + ~ P * ~ ~ ~ + Z ~ * ~ D ~ + Z P * ~ ~ ~ + Z P * ( D ~ + Z P * D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ * * D S ~ O ~ ~ ~ O  
1(-16) DS403400 
PZ = DO G5403500 





























































































































































































































DO Bo L=MO CNV03700 
IF (J  ,NE, L-1) GO TO 80 CNVO3800 
J = IcHAWL) ChVO3900 
GO TO 81 CNV04000 
60 CUhI'INUE CNVOYlOO 
GC, TO 110 CluV04200 
b l  CWTINUE CtuV04300 
90 RtTURN Ct~V04400 
100 PhIhf 2000, Q CNV04500 
GO 10 90 Cb1V04600 
110 PKIfvT 2001, Q CrUV04700 
GU TO 90 CNV04800 
2000 FORpiAT (39H *-*LRkOk*n* SOliRCL S1KENGTt-i NEGATIVE = tE15 ,8 )  ChV04900 
























































































































































l e *  
19* 
20* 

















































































































USERS INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE N A W M S F C  MULTILAYER 
DIFFUSION COMPUTER PROGRAM-VERSION 6 
Bo 1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The NASA/MSFC Multilayer  Diffusion  Program-Version 6 is designed to 
calculate  patterns of: 
0 Concentration 
0 Dosage 
0 Time-mean  co centration 
0 Average cloud concentration 
0 Time of cloud passage 
0 Ground-level  deposition  due to precipitation  scavenging 
0 Ground-level  deposition  due to gravitational  settling 
Program  options  include  the  calculation of concentration,  dosage and time- 
mean  concentration  with  partial  reflection,  with  time  dependent  decay,  and/or with 
depletion  due to precipitation scavenging. Also, the  Program is capable of calcu- 
lating  ground-level  gravitational  deposition  with  partial  reflection of material at 
the  surface.  Other  program  options  include the printing of all data inputs, the 
printing of all model  calculations,  the  plotting of concentration,  dosage  and/or  time- 
mean  concentration  on  the  printer  page, and the plotting of concentration,  dosage 
and/or  time-mean  concentration on the SC4020 plotter at Marshall Space Flight 
Center.  The  program  can  be  operated  alone  or with the Cloud-Rise Preprocessor 
Program  described  in Section A. 
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The NASA/MSFC Multilayer Diffusion Computer  Program-Version 6 is 
written  in FORTRAN IV and is designed for  use on the  Univac 1108 computer at 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The Program requires 36,000 
locations of core  storage on the Univac 1108 computer.  The FORTRAN source list- 
ing is shown in Section B. 5, and a complete list of program  input  parameters and pro- 
gram options is given in Section B. 2 and B. 3. The  program  also  requires  mass 
storage  units 9,  11 and 13 for  use as scratch files. It is the  users'  responsibility 
to assign  these  files,and they can  be  assigned  the Univac 1108 default file size. Also, 
the  user  may optionally use  mass  storage file 10 and mass  storage o r  tape  file 12. 
If used,  these files were created by the  Cloud-Rise Preprocessor  Program given in 
Section A. The  assigning and managing of these files is, again, the users'  responsi- 
bility. Files 10 and 12 are discussed  further  under NVHCLC and INUNT on data  
input card 1 in Section B. 2. 
B. 2 PROGRAM INPUT  PARAMETERS 
Each  program  input  data  deck  consists of a case identification  card followed 
by a namelist  data deck, where  the  Pamelist  name is $NAM2. These  data  can be in 
punched card  form or can  be  on  mass storage and/or  magnetic  tapefrom  the Pre- 
processor  Program.  The first data  card of each  case  contains: 
Column 1 - Integer representing the vehicle for which the run 
(NVHC LC) is to  be  made 
1 = Titan IIIC 
2 = Space  Shuttle 
3 = Delta-Thor 2914 
4 = Minuteman I1 
5 = Delta-Thor 3914 
Special Note - If Column 1 (NVHCLC) is input as zero or blank, 
the  Program  assumes  that  multiple  cases  have  been 
stacked  on mass  storage unit 10 and magnetic  tape 
o r   mass  storage unit 12 by the Preprocessor  Program. 
This Main Program will then  execute all of the cases 
sequentially and automatically without  any additional 
input. All variables on this  one  input  card  must  be 
blank or  zero 
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I 
Column 2-7 - 
(METDTC) 
Column 8-9 - 
(NSNDC) 
Column 10-12 - 
(NMQIDLC) 
Column 13 - 
(NPLNTC) 
Six digit  integer  giving  the  month, day and year  of 
the  meteorological  data.  Punch as. M@DYYR. 
Hour of the  meteorological sounding, right  justified 
(00-24). 
Model number (right justified). If mass storage 
Preprocessor  Program  data is being  used,  make 
sure  this  data item and all others  on  this  card are 
punched in the same way the  Preprocessor  has  out- 
put and printed  them. 
Number  representing  the pollutant. 
1 = HC1 
2 = co 
3 = cos 
4 = A1203 
Data  input  logical  unit  number  (right  justified). If 
columns 79-80 (INUNT) are 5, the  program  assumes 
the  remaining  namelist ($NAM2) data  cards are to be 
read from the  card  reader. If columns 79-80 are 
zero,  blank  or 10 the  program  assumes  the  data case 
described by the  variables on this card  was  prepared 
by  the  Preprocessor  Program and is to be found on 
random  access  mass  storage  unit 10 and mass  s torage 
o r  tape  unit 12. The  program  will  then  search  unit 
12 (directory)  for  this case to determine  the  location 
on  unit 10 (inventory)  where  the case is to be found. 
The  data is then  initially  read  from  unit 10 and at the 
completion of this  read, will also read namelist 
$NAM2 from  the  card reader. This second  read of 
the  namelist  data is for  any  updates to the  main  data. 
If there are no updates,  include  only a $NAM2 and 
$END card.  At  the  completion of this case, the pro- 
gram will cycle  around  for a new case  card only if  
the  variable N P S  in  namelist $NAM2 below is zero, 
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The  namelist  data  variables are read after the  case identification  card and 
only if column 1 (NVHCLC) is not zero and not blank. The  namelist  format is given 





72 Hollerith  characters of general  case  identification  informa- 
tion. This information i s  printed in addition to the adjusted 
cloud stabilization  height,  range and azimuth  bearing and the 
date and time of the  run as a title page to the  output  listing. 
The first 36 Hollerith characters (TESTNO (1) - TESTNO (6 )  
contain the meteorological case information. This information 
is printed  in  the  page  heading and plot  titles'following  the  words 
"THE METEOROLOGICAL CASE IS". 
Characters 37 through 60 (TESTNO (7) - TESTNO (10) contain 
the  name of the  rocket  vehicle  for  use  in  the  page heading. (e. g. 
TITAN IIIC) 
Characters 61 through 72 (TESTNO (11) - TESTNO (12) contain 
the  name of the  pollutant only if it is not HC1, CO, C02, or  
A I 2 0 3  (e. g. NO,). 
This  parameter is used to indicate  multiple  cases. 
If NPS is set to 0, the  Program  assumes  there is another  case 
to follow and cycles  to  read  the next case identification  card 
(data card 1 ). 
If NPS is set  to 1, the  Program  assumes  this is the last case 
to  process and summarizes all cases  processed at the end of 
the  output  listing and stops. 





This option, if set non-zero,  indicates  patterns of concentra- 
tion, dosage, time-mean concentration, deposition, etc. are to 
be  calculated and printed on the  polar  reference  grid  system 
defined by XX and W below. The  grid  system  origin is the 
vehicle  launch site and all calculation  distances are relative 
to  the  origin.  This  option is the ISW(12) option in  the  Preprocess- 
or  Program. 
This option, if set  non-zero, is used to calculate  maximum  center- 
line values of concentration,  dosage,  time-mean  concentration, 
and/or  deposition  along  the cloud trajectory  relative to the  launch 
site. This option is the ISW(13) option in the Preprocessor  Pro- 
gram. 
If ISKIP (2) is set equal to 1, the  model  calculations are printed. 
If ISKIP (2) is set equal to 2, the  model  calculations are plotted. 
If ISKIP (2) is set  equal to 3, the  model  calculations are both 
printed and  plotted. 
The  maximum  centerline  concentration,  dosage,  time-mean 
concentration and deposition are  determined by the use of a 
spline function. A t  each  radial  distance ( X X )  from the  origin, 
the  Program  determines a curve via the  cubic  spline that passes  
through  each  angular  (azimuth  bearing YY) grid  coordinate  with 
the  calculated  maximum roughly in  the  midpoint of the  curve. 
The  Program will then determine  the  maximum  value and out- 
put,  the  range and azimuth  bearing to that maximum 
This option, if set non-zero, is used to calculate  isopleths of 
concentration,  dosage,  time-mean  concentration  and/or depo- 
sition. This option is the ISW(l4) option in  the  Preprocessor 
Program. 
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If ISKIP (3) is set equal to 1, the  isopleths are printed. 
If ISKIP (3) is set equal to 2, the  isopleths are plotted. 
If ISKIP (3) is set equal to 3, the  isopleths are both  printed and 
plotted. 
ISKlP (4) - This option is used only with the calculation of ground-level 
precipitation deposition (Model 5). This option is the ISW(11) 
option  in  the Preprocessor  Program, 
If ISKIP (4) is set nonzero,  the  maximum  possible  ground-level 
precipitation  deposition is calculated at points downwind from the 
cloud position  These  calculations are independent of the elapsed 
t ime  f rom  TlMl to the  calculation point. 
If ISKIP (4) is set equal to zero,  the  calculated  precipitation 
deposition at points downwind from  the cloud position at time 
TlMl  is dependent upon  the elapsed  time  from  TlMl  to  the points. 
ISKIP (5) - This option controls the pollutant name and units printed in the 
page  heading and plot legend: 
If ISKIP (5) is set  equal to 1, the  units of calculated HC1 concen- 
tration  are  in  parts  per  million  (ppm) and dosage  units are in 
parts  per  million  seconds. If HC1 precipitation  deposition is 
being  calculated (Model 5), the  units of deposition are pH (sur- 
face water acidity) or milligrams  per square meter depending 
on ISKIP(9) below. 
If ISKIP (5) is set equal to 2, the  units of calculated CO concen- 
trations are in parts per million (ppm) and dosage units are in 
parts  per  million  seconds. 
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If ISKIP (5) is set equal to 3, the units of calculated CO concen- 
trations are in parts  per  million (ppm) and dosage  units are in 
parts  per  million  seconds. 
2 
If ISKIP (5) is set equal to 4, the units of calculated AI 0 con- 
centration are in  milligrams  per cubic meter  (mg/m and 
dosage  units are in  milligram  seconds per cubic  meter. 
3 2  
If TESTNO (11) above is non-blank,  then ISKIP (5) is used only 
for  units  selection and the  pollutant  name is taken  from TESTNO 
(11). Also, calculated gravitational deposition (Model 6) is in 
units of milligrams  per  square  meter. 
ISKIP (6) - This option is used for printing purposes only and gives the 
type of vehicle  launch  for  which  calculations are being  made 
and inserts  the following in  the  page heading and plot  legend. 
If ISKIP (6) is set equal to 1, a "STATIC FIRE" is assumed. 
If ISKIP (6) is set equal to 0 o r  2 ,  a "NORMAL LAUNCH" is 
assumed. 
If ISKIP (6) is set  equal to 4, a "SLOW BURN" is assumed. 
If ISKIP (6) is set  equal to 5, the  program  omits  this option from 
the  pageheading and plot legend. 
ISKIP (7) - This option controls the meteorological data used with Model 4. 
If ISKIP (7) is set equal to zero, the Program  assumes Model 
4 is being  used to determine  concentration,  dosage, etc., in a 
layer  where  the  pollutant  distribution at cloud stabilization 
varies  substantially  with  height  The  meteorological  data  used 
in  Model 4 is automatically  determined  from  the  meteorological 
inputs  assigned to the initial  layers or sublayers. 
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If ISKIP (7) is set equal to 1, the  Program  assumes Model 4 is 
being used to determine  concentration,  dosage, etc., resulting 
from  changes  in  the  meteorological  layer  structure. The  meteo- 
rological  data  used in Model 4 after time TAST (time of layer 
structure change measured  from  time of cloud  stabilization) is 
taken  from  the  input  parameters  ALPHL  through  TEMPL. 
ISKIP (8) - This option, if set  non-zero, prints a detailed listing of all 
Program inputs. 
ISKIP (9) - If set to zero, output of precipitation deposition (Model 5) is 
assumed in milligrams  per  square  meter. 
If set to 1, output of precipitation  deposition  for HC1 only is 
assumed in pH (surface water acidity). If ISKIP (9) is se t  to 1, 
all calculation and program  output  assumes  that 0 is the  maxi- 




- Number of radial distances (range) XX in the polar reference 
grid  system. If NXS is set 5 0, the  default  value of 41 is used 
for  NXS and the array XX is automatically  filled  from  values 
shown  in Table B-3. 
- Number of aximuth bearings in the polar reference grid system. 
If NYS is set - c 0, this  parameter is automatically  calculated 
and the array of azimuth  bearing  coordinates (YY) is automatically 
filled.  The  value of N Y S  includes  sufficient  points in YY to pro- 
vide a  calculation  pattern  spanning 100 degrees  (see  Table B-3, 
note 9). 
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NZS - Total  n&ber  of  initial  layer  boundaries  including  the  ground 
surface boundary. 
NCI, NDI, - These parameters each contain two values used in the maximum 
NTI centerline  calculations  under ISKIP(2) and in  the  calculation of 
isopleths  under ISKIP(3). 
The total  number  of  isopleth  values is given  in  the  hundreds and 
tens  positions of NCI, NDI and/or NTI. If these  positions are 
zero,  isopleths  for  the  respective quantity  (concentration,  dosage, 
time-mean  concentration  and/or depodition) is not  calculated. 
The number of critical  pollutant  levels (air quality  standards)  to 
be identified in the plots for maximum  centerline  calculations is 
given in  the  units  position of NCI, NDI and/or NTI. If this  posi- 
tion is zero, no plot is generated. If set to 9, a plot is generated 
without indicators  for  critical pollutant levels (air quality stan- 
dards). 
If the  units  position of NCI, NDI and/or NTI is greater  than  zero 
andnot equal to 9, the critical  pollutant  levels  (standards)  must 
be punched as the first values in the arrays CI, DI and/or  TI 
below. 
NPTS - Number of heights at which  calculations a r e  to be made. If 
NPTS is set equal to zero or omitted,  NPTS is defaulted to 1 and 
ZZL (1) below is set equal to zero. 
NVS - Number of droplet or particle  terminal fall velocities  used to 
calculate  ground-level  gravitational  deposition  from all layers 
except  the  layer  in  which a destruct  occurs (Model 6 only). 
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NVB - Number  of  droplet  or  particle terminal fall velocities  used to 
calculate  ground-level  gravitational  deposition  from  the  layer in 
which a vehicle destruct  occurs (Model 6 only). 
xx - Array of radial distances (range) for the coordinates used in 
calculations on the  reference  grid  system.  This  array is auto- 
matically  filled if NXS = 0, (see NXS above). The last 2 points 
in XX are used only for  calculating  isopleths;  the  second to last 
point should  equal 1.2 times  the  third  to  the last point and the last 
point  should  equal 1.5 times  the  third  to  the  lastpoint.  Space  the 
XX values  uniformly and use as many as the  program will allow. 
The  user is cautioned to use  the  default  values  unless  another 
grid is required. 
YY - Array of azimuth  bearings  for  the  coordinates used  in calculations 
on the  reference  grid  system  measured  clockwise  from  zero de- 
grees  north. This  array is automatically  filled if N Y S  = 0 (see 
N Y S  above). Space  the YY values  densely  toward  the  center of 
the  calculation  sector and use as many as the program will allow. 
The  user is cautioned to  use  the  default  values  unless  another  grid 
is required. 
Z - Array of layer  boundary  heights  in  ascending  order  beginning with 
the  surface  boundary  height  (the first layer is always the  surface 
layer). 
DELX - Array of the  radial  distances  (range)  from  the  source  location 
(pointwf  cloud stabilization)  in  each  layer to the  center of the 
reference  grid  system  (launch site). 
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DELY - Array of azimuth  bearings to the  source  location  (point of cloud 
stabilization)  in  each  layer,  measured  clockwise  from  zero  de- 
grees  north. 
Q - Source strength within each initial layer. The source strength 
input  units  depend upon the  model  used and the  pollutant  for which 
calculations are being  made. Table B-1 gives  the  appropriate 
input  units  for  each  model  pollutant combination. 
UBARK - Mean wind speed at ZRK followed by the mean wind speed at the 
top of each  layer. 
SI GAK - Standard  deviation of the wind azimuth angle for reference time 
T at ZRK followed by the standard deviation of the wind azimuth 
angle at the  top of each  layer. 
OK 
SIGEK - Standard  deviation of the wind elevation  angle at ZRK followed by 
the  standard  deviation of the wind elevation  angle at the  top of 
each  layer. 
SIGXO - Standard  eviation of the alongwind concentration  distribution of 
the  source  in  the  layer (alongwind source  dimension). 
SIGY 0 - Standard  deviation of the  crosswind  concentration  distribution of 
the  source  in  the  layer at a downwind distance XLRY from  the 
true source (crosswind source dimension). The default value is 
SIGXO . 
SIGZO - Standard  deviation of the vertical  concentration  distribution of the 
source  in  the  layer at a downwind distance XLRZ from  the  true 
source  (vertical  source  dimension). 
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TABLE B-1 
















Code  definition  for  Table B-1: 
@ Q=Q" 22.4 T 1013.2 M 273.16 P 
(Concentration  output  units are parts per million (PPM) 
@ Q = Q '  
where 
Q = Source strength in each initial layer 
Q' = Total  weight of the material  in  the  layer in milligrams 
T = Surface  temperahre in degrees Kelvin 
P = Surface  pressure  in  millibars 
M = Molecular  weight of the  material 
*If HC1 precipitation  deposition (Model 5) in pH units is being  calculated,  then 
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TABLE B-1 (Concluded) 
Q = (Q! x loh3 x 1 1 1 x- X 25.4 Mole. Wt. (gr)  duration  (hr) X 
(Rate &) hr.
or  for  maximum HCl precipitation  deposition in pH units 
Q = (Q' x x 
1 1 1 
X- X 25.4 Mole. Wt. (gr) (Rate ej 
(Deposition  output  units  for  Model 5 is milligrams per square meter (mg/m 2 ). How- 
ever,  deposition  output  can  be in pH units  for HC1 depending on ISKIP(9).) 
Deposition  output units  for Model 6 is milligrams  per  square  meter  (mg/m 2 ) and 
concentration  output  units  for  Models 1 through 4 are milligrams per- cubic meter 
3 
( m d m  ). 
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I 
ALPHA - Lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer (default value is 1). 
BETA - Vertical diffusion  coefficient  in  the  layer  (default  value is 1). 
ZRK - Reference  height  in  the  surface  layer  for  meteorological  meas- 
urements  (default  value is 2 meters). 
TEMPK - Virtual potential  temperature at each  layer  boundary z. This 
parameter is used only in  the  calculation of the wind speed  shear 
in  the  layer. If the wind speed shear is negative and the  differ- 
ence  between  the  virtual  potential  temperature at the top and 
bottom of the  layer is also  negative,  the  Program will use  the 
absolute  value of the  speed  shear. If the  temperature  difference 
is positive or zero,  the  program will use a wind speed shear of 
zero. If the layer wind speed shear is positive or zero, the vir- 
tual  potential  temperature  difference is not used. 
TIMAV - Time  over which  time-mean  concentration and average cloud  con- 
centration are calculated  (default  value is 600 seconds  except  for 
CO, where it is 300 seconds). 
THETAK - Mean wind direction at ZRK followed by the mean wind direction 
at the top of each  layer. 
TAUK - Time  r quired  for cloud stabilization 
TAUOK - Reference time for the standard deviations of the wind azimuth 
angle SIGAK (default  value is 600 seconds). 





- Distance downwind from a virtual point source over which recti- 
linear  expansion  in  the lateral occurs  (default  value is 100 meters). 
- Reference  from  the  true  source at which SIGYO is measured (de- 
fault  value is zero). 
- Reference  distance  from  the  true  source at which SIGZO is mea- 
sured  (default  value is zero). 
z ZL - Vertical  calculation  heights.  This  parameter  can  include  any 
heights  within  the  initial  layer  structure  (default  value is zero). 
IZMOD - This parameter designates the model number or numbers for use 
in  each  input  layer. A brief  description of the six Program  models 
is given  below and a complete  mathematical  description of each 
model is given  in  Section 3 of the  main body of the  report  given 
in  the  introduction.  The  possible  model  number  combinations 
input  into IZMOD are given  in  Table B-2. 
1 - Model 1, the source extends vertically through the entire in- 
itial layer and turbulent  mixing is occurring. It is assumed 
that the  vertical  distribution of material is uniform  with 
height and the  distributions of material  along  the along-wind 
and  the  crosswind cloud axes are Gaussian.  The  digit 1 
is included  in  the  array IZMOD for  each  layer  in  which Model 
1 is to be used. Also, if any  digit of IZMOD is 0, the  Program 
assumes Model 1 has  been  designated. 
2 - Model 2 refers. to the same source configurations as Model 1 
in that the  source  extends  vertically  through  the  entire  depth 














LE INPUT MODEL  NUMBER  COMBINATIONS 
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PROGRAM ASSUMES CALCULATIONS ARE MADE USING: 





Model 1 is  used pr ior  to layer  transition and Model 4 is 
used  after  layer  transition  occurs at time TAST 
Model 2 is  used prior  to  layer  transition and Model 4 is 
used after layer  transition  occurs at time TAST 
Model 3 is used  prior  to  layer  transition and Model 4 is 
used  after layer transition  occurs at time TAST 
Model 4 is used  to  accomodate  to a variation of source 
strength in  the layer and layer  transition is immediate 
(TAST= 0) 
Model 5 is  used  and the layer structure and source  dis- 
tribution  is  assumed  to  be  that of Model 1 when  only the 
digit 5 is  given in IZMOD. The digit 5 can be com- 
bined  with  any of the  above  digit  combinations  (145, 45, 
3 5 ,  etc. ). When a 5 is combined with any of the above 
digit  combinations  the  Program  assumes  the  layer  struc- 
ture and source  distribution of that  combination  are  used 
with Model 5. 
Model 6 
~- _ _ _ _ ~  ~ .~ .. - "____ ~ 
~ . "_ . . . - - 
~ "  " . . .  . "_ 
. .. . .. . . . . 
~ ~~ 
~ 
~~ . .  . . ."" 
-
" ~ . .  
~ ~~ " " _ i  
~ " . 
The  digits  under IZMOD can  appear  in  any  order.  For  example, 
14 is the  same as 41 and  154 is the  same as 415. 
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height. In Model 2, however, it is assumed that no turbu- 
lent  mixing is occurring.  The  digit 2 is included  in  the 
array IZMOD for  each  layer  in  which Model 2 is to be  used 
in  the  calculations (IZMOD = 2, 2,  2, etc. ). 
3 - Model 3 differs  from  Models 1 and 2 in  that  the  vertical  ex- 
tent of the source is less than  the  depth of the layer.  The 
model  equation  thus  contains  vertical  expansion ter'ms. The 
digit 3 is input to IZMOD for  Model 3 (IZMOD = 3). 
4 - Model 4, the layer-transition model, may be used to cal- 
culate  concentration and dosage  resulting  from  changes  in 
the  meteorological  layer  structure.  Model 4 may  also be 
used to calculate  concentration and dosage  in a layer  where 
the  pollutant  distribution at cloud  stabilization varies sub- 
stantially  with  height. 
The  application of  Model 4 requires  the following  assumptions: 
0 The boundaries between adjacent initial layers or   sublayers  is 
eliminated (at time TAST) and the layers are replaced by a single 
layer 
0 Turbulent mixing is occurring in the resultant single layer 
0 The material in each of the initial layers or sublayers is (before 
time TAST) uniformly  distributed  in  the  vertical 
0 Reflection  occurs at the upper and lower boundaries of the re- 
sultant  single  layer 
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4 - Model 4, the layer-transition model, may be used to calculate 
concentration and dosage  resulting  from  changes  in  the 
meteorological  layer  structure. Model 4 may also be used 
to calculate  concentration  and dosage in a layer where the 
pollutant  distribution at cloud  stabilization varies substan- 
tially  with height. 
The  application of  Model 4 requires  the following  assumptions: 
0 The boundaries between adjacent initial layers or sublayers is 
eliminated (at time TAST) and  the  layers are replaced  by a single 
layer 
0 Turbulent mixing is occurring in the resultant single layer 
0 The material in each of the initial layers o r  sublayers is (before 
time TAST) uniformly  distributed  in  the  vertical 
0 Reflection occurs at the upper and lower boundaries of the resultant 
single  layer 
If the  parameters TAST and ISKIP (7) are both set to  zero (or omitted  from 
the  inputs) and  Model 4 is specified  for  use,  the  program  assumes  the function of the 
model is to  accommodate  variations  in  the  pollutant  distribution with  height  in  the 
layer at cloud stabilization. For example,  the  surface  mixing  layer can be initially 
divided  into several  sublayers  where  the  source  strength, although  assumed to be 
vertically  uniform  in  each  sublayer,  varies from layer to layer.  In  this case the 
initial  layers are immediately  reduced to a single  layer and Model 4 calculates  the 
contribution  from  each of the  initial  sublayers to the  composite  concentration  and 
dosage  field by permitting’turbulent  mixing across the  initial  layer  boundaries. 
IZMOD would contain  the  digit 4 for  each of the  respective  initial  sublayers  that 
comprise  the  resultant  single  layer. 
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If Model 4 is to be  used  to  predict  the  concentration and dosage  fields 
downwind from a change in  meteorological  structure,  the  meteorological  parameters 
of the  new  resultant  layer  or  layers  must  be  specified. Also,  the  parameter 
ISKIP (7) must be set equal to 1 and  the  parameter TAST set equal to the  time  (after 
cloud  stabilization)  at which the  layer  transition  (meteorological  structure change) 
occurs.  Each of the  initial  sublayers  that are to be included  in a single  layer  after 
laver transition are specified  by  including  the  digit 4 in  the  array IZMOD. For 
example,  assume  layers 1 through 4 are to  be  reduced to a single  layer after layer 
transition and layers 5 and 6 are also reduced to a single  layer.  The first four 
values of IZMOD  would include a 4, but they would also include  the  number of the 
model to be  used  prior to layer  transition (14,  24 o r  34). The  values of IZMOD (5) 
and (6 )  for layers 5 and 6 would include a 9 and 4, respectively.  The 9 is a special 
flag  to  separate  the  resultant 2 layers  after  layer  transition. Also, these last two 
values would include  the  model  number  to  be  used  prior  to  layer  transition (14, 
24 o r  34). If Model 1 was to be  used with 4 in  the  above  example  the IZMOD inputs 
would be coded as IZMOD = 4,  4, 4, 4,  9, 4 (or IZMOD = 4*4,  9,  4,' o r  IZMOD = 
4*14,  19,  14, etc.). 
5 - Model 5 is used to calculate the amount of material  on 
the  surface by precipitation scavenging. The digit 5 must 
be  included  in  the array IZMOD for  each  initial  sublayer 
through which precipitation is occurring. Model 5 uses  the 
layer  structure and source  distribution  defined by  any  one 
of Models 1 through 4. Thus, the a r ray  IZMOD must 
include  the  appropriate  model  number  for  each  layer that 
describes  the  layer  structure and source distribution. For 
example,  assume  that Model 4 is being  used to accommodate 
to  variations  in  the  pollutant  distribution  with  height  in  the 
surface  mixing  layer at cloud stabilization  and that the 
surface  mixing  layer  has  been divided  into 6 initial  sub- 
layers in  which  the  distribution of material  can be 
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considered uniform. Also, assume that precipitation is 
occurring  through all 6 layers.  The  array IZMOD would 
then  contain six values  equal to 45 for each  layer 1 through 
6 (IZMOD = 6*45). 
G - Model 6 is used  to  calculate  the  surface  deposition  due to 
gravitational settling. The basic source configuration is 
a volume  source of finite lateral extent  and  unit  vertical 
extent.  Other  source  configurations are treated by summing 
the  deposition at, the  ground  resulting  from a number of 
basic  sources  arranged  to  simulate  the  desired configuration. 
The  model is essentially a tilted  plume  model  in which  th,e 
effects of wind shear are taken  into  account.  The axis of a 
particle o r  droplet cloud of a given settling velocity inter- 
sects the  ground  plane at a distance from the source and at 
an  angle  from  the  mean  surface wind direction that are 
proportional to the total  angular wind shear  and  the  residence 
time of the  settling  material  in  the  layers between  the  source 
and the ground surface. In any layer, the inclination of the 
cloud axis from the horizontal is given by tan Vs / ii, 
where V is the  particle o r  droplet  settling  velocity and ii 
is the  mean  transport wind speed  in  the  layer. In all cases, 
material  released in the K layer and dispersed upwards by 
turbulence is assumed to be  ,reflected downward at the inter- 
face of the K and (K + 1) layers. The basic model is used 
to calculate  the  ground-level  deposition  pattern for a single 
value of the settling velocity. The  total  deposition  pattern 
is obtained by summing  the  results  for all settling  velocities 
representative of the  particle or droplet-size  distribution of 






Only  IZMOD (1) need  be set equal to 6 as no other  model 
can be executed  in  the  same case. 
DECAY - Coefficient of time-dependent  decay. If  DECAY is set > 0, then 
concentration, dosage, time-mean conc’entration, etc. , are 
calculated with decay  (Does  not  effect Model 5 or-Model 6). 
Z LIM - This  parameter is the  maximum  height  through which precipitation 
can occur. If Model 5 is selected, ZLIM is automatically deter- 
mined from IZMOD. If concentration, dosage, etc., are being 
calculated with precipitation  occurring (BLAMDA > 0. 0), 
ZLIM is equal  to  the  upper  boundary of the  uppermost  layer in 
which precipitation  occurs (ZLTM is defaulted  to Z(NZS)). 
BLAMDA - Precipitation  scavenging  (washout)  coefficient. If Model 5 is 
selected,  this  parameter  must  be  greater than 0. Also, if Model 
1, 2, 3 or  4 is selected with BLAMDA > 0 and without Model 5, 
the  Program  assumes  concentration,  dosage, etc., are to be 
calculated with precipitation  occurring. 
0.567 
BLAMDA 5.2 x ( R a t e ( F ) )   s e c  i n  -1 
TIM1 - Time of start of precipitation measured from the time of cloud 
stabilization. (Not used  for  maximum  precipitation  deposition). 
CI, DI and TI - Arrays of concentration, dosage and time-mean concentration 
values respectively for which isopleths are calculated. There 
can  be two groups of data  in  each of these  arrays,  where both 
of the  groups are arranged in descending  order.  The  values  in 
the first group a re  critical pollutant  levels (air quality  standards). 
The  number of values  in’this  group is given  in  the  units  position 
of the  parameters NCI, NDI and NTI rekpectively. The second 
group of values  includes 911 other  isopleth  levels  desired.  The 







and tens  positions of NCI, NDI and NTI respectively. If pre- 
cipitation,  deposition o r  gravitational  deposition is being  calculated, 
the  array DI is used  for  these  quantities. 
Time of layer  structure change  (Model.4) measured  from  the  time 
of cloud  stabilization. 
This  parameter is 1 minus the fraction of material  reflected at 
the surface (partial reflection). If this  parameter  is set to 0, the 
Program  assumes  complete  reflection; if set equal to .4, 60 per- 
cent (. 6) reflection is assumed; and, if set equal  to 1, no reflection 
is assumed. If Model 6 is selected and partial reflection is 
desired,  the  array G A " A P  must  have a value  for  each  particle 
settling velocity category. For  all  other  models, only GAMMAP (1) 
need  be set. 
Droplet o r  particle  terminal  fall  velocity  distribution  used  in all 
layers  except a layer in which a vehicle  destruct  occurs (Model 6 
only). 
Frequency of occurrence of each velocity  category VS (Model 6 
only). 
Accuracy  constant for the  line  source  simulation  used  in Model 6 .  
A value of 0:45 ensures  that  the  calculated  ground  deposition is 
within 10 percent of the  deposition  expected  from a vertical  line 
soume. If ACCUR is se t  to 0.32, the calculated deposition is 





- Droplet or  particle  terminal fall velocity distribution used in the 
layer  in which a vehicle  destruct  occurs.  The  layer  must be the 
top  layer (Model 6 only). 
- Frequency of occurrence of each velocity category V B  (Model 6 
only). 
- Map scale factor in inches for isopleth plots. If the map scale 
factor is 1 inch = 24000.inches, SCL would be input as 24000. 
If set  to zero,  the  Program will scale  the  isopleths  within  the 
boundaries  defined by XSIZE and YSIZE  below. 
XMAXIN ' - Maximum  alongwind distance  from the  launch site in meters for 
isopleth plots. If set to zero,  the  Program will use  XX(NXS-2) 





- Maximum crosswind distance for isopleth plots in meters. If 
set to zero,  the  Program will calculate YMAXIN. 
- The number of raster  counts  on  the SC4020 in the X o r  east-west 
horizontal plot axis for  isopleths. If set  to  zero,  the  Program 
will use 937. 
- The number of raster counts on the SC4020 in the Y or  north- 
south  vertical  plot axis for  isopleths. If set to  zero,  the  Program 
will use  899. 
- The number of raster counts per inch on the SC4020 for  isopleth 
plots. If input as zero, the Program uses 163.2. 
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’ XCIZE - 
Y CIZ E - 
XMAXJN - 
Y MAXJN - 
IS w 
JSW 
The  number of raster counts  on  the SC4020 on  the X o r  alongwind 
horizontal axis for maximum  centerline  plots. If set to zero,  the 
Program  uses 937. 
The  number of raster counts  on  the SC4020 on  the  vertical axis 
for maximum  centerline plots. If set to zero,  the  Program  uses 
899. 
Maximum  alongwind distance  in  meters  from  the  launch site for 
maximum centerline plots. If set to  zero,  the  Program  uses 
XX(NXS-2). 
Maximum number of log cycles  for  the  vertical axis of the 
maximum  centerline  plots if ISW. below  equals 0 or 2 .  Maximum 
value of the  vertical axis if ISW below  equals 1. If set  to zero, 
the  Program  determines YMAXJN. 
Maximum centerline  plotting  flag. If ISW is set to 0 o r  2 ,  the 
Program  plots  maximum  centerline  versus  distance on a log-log 
plot. If set to 1, the  plot is linear  on both axes. 
Isopleth plot switch. Lf JSW is set  equal  to 0, the  Program will 
fit a cubic  spline  function  to  the  discrete  isopleth  points and plot 
a smooth  curve  through  the  points. If JSW is set equal to 1, the 
Program  will not use  the  spline  function  but  will  plot  straight 
lines  between  adjacent  calculated  isopleth  points.  This  option 
has  been  included  because  the  spline  function  sometimes fails to 
fit the  data  points when the  isopleths are sharply  curved.  These 
cases a re  recognized by a high  frequency  oscillation  along  the 
plotted  curve  and can be  corrected by smoothing the  curve  by 
hand o r  replotting with JSW set equal to 1. 
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The  layer. step change  (transition)  parameters  below are used  only if ISKIP (7) 
equals 1 and Model 4 has been selected.  These  parameters are used  only when Model 
4 is being  used  to  predict the concentration  and  dosage downwind from a change in 










- Lateral  diffusion coefficient in each new layer (Default value is 1). 
- Vertical diffusion coefficient in  each new layer (Default value is 1). 
- Time required for cloud stabilization in the new layers. 
- Reference time for the standard deviation of the wind azimuth 
angle SIGAL in  the  new layers (Default  value is 600). 
- Reference height in the surface layer for meteorological measure- 
ments.  This  must  be  set only if the new bottom  layer  includes  the 
initial  surface  layer  (Default  value is 2). 
- Mean wind speed at the bottom and top boundaries of each new 
layer.  These  values  are input in ascending  order of new layers 
with the  value at the  top  boundary  preceded by the bottom. Lf the 
new bottom layer  contains  the  initial  surface  layer, UBARL at ZRL 
should  be  input as the  bottom  value of this  layer. 
- Standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle for reference time 
T at the bottom and top boundaries of each new layer. If the 
new bottom  layer  contains  the  initial  surface  layer, SIGAL at 
ZRL  should be input as the  bottom  value of this  layer. 
OL 
- Mean wind direction at the bottom and top boundaries of each new 
layer. If the  new  bottom  layer  contains  the  initial  surface  layer, 
THETAL at ZRL  should be input as the  bottom  value of this  layer. 
- Virtual potential temperature at the bottom and top boundaries of 
each new layer. . 
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I 
B. 3 CONDENSED TABLE OF NAMELIST INPUT  PARAMETERS 
The  namelist  data input parameters  required  for  the NASA/MSFC Multi- 
layer Diffusion Program are given in  condensed  form in Table B-3. The  informa- 
tion categories in  the  table are defined as follows: 
NAMELIST - Name of the FORTRAN NAMELIST list to which the variables 
belong 
FORTRAN - Fortran  symbolic  notation  defining  the  program  input 
MODEL - Mathematical  notation  corresponding to the FORTRAN notation 
UNITS - Dimensional  units of the  input  parameters 
LIMITS - Numberical  limits on input  values 
VALUE - Default  value should the  parameter  have a value  of 0 
ARRAY SIZE - Maximum number of core locations for the input parameter 
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TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS 
(Continued) 
gAhIELIST 














































' 0 . 0  
'0.0 
20.0 
2 0  & 51 
2 0 . 0  
20.0 
>o. 0 
2 0 . 0  
22. 0 
20.0 

























































~ E B L  & ~ T L  
~ B L  O T L  

































20 .0  
20 .0  & 
5360.0 
20.0 
2 0  
2 0  
2 0  
2 0  
10 
2 0  
2 0  
2 0  
2 0  
10 
1 o r 2  





































TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS 
(Continued) 
See  Section B-2 for  the  range of values of the ISKIP options. 
Units depend on model; see Section B-2 in  the  definition of Q. 
The  column  under Value is used  to  simplify  the  Program input  deck by providing  default  values 
should the  parameter  be  intentionally  omitted in the first data  case o r  set  to  zero. All parameters 
in  Table B-3 remain  their  previous  value for all subsequent  cases  unless  changed  in  the input 
list. 
Units of dosage and concentration  isopleth  values  must  be  consistent with Program output units, 
rnilligrams/meter3 o r  parts  per million,  etc. 
These  parameters  must have  values  other  than  zero only if they are used by the  model  selected 
and only in  the  applicable  layers, 
See  Section B-2 for  the  description of ACCUR. 
Several  variables  are  dimensioned  to a larger value  in  the  Program,  but  the  extra  space is used 
for other  purposes. 
TABLE B-3 
TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS 
(Concluded) 
@ The  default  values of XX are: 500, 1250,  2500,  3750, 5000, 6250,  7500,  8750, 10000, 11250,'  12500, 
13750,  15000,  16250,  17500,  18750,  20000,  21250,  22500,  23750,  25000,  26250,  27500,  28750,  30000, 
31250,  32500,  33750,  35000,  36250,  37500,  38750,  40000,  41250,  42500,  43750,  45000,  47500,  50000, 
65000, 80000 meters. Default values of XX are  used only if NXS i s  set to 0. 
@ The default values of the YY a re  the average layer wind direction 2 180° rounded to the nearest 
5 O  added to each of the following angles: -40, -35, -30, -27, -24, -22, -20, -18, -16, -14, -12, 
30, 40 degrees. 
-10, -8, -7, -6, -5, -5, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,  5,  6, 7, 8,  10,  12,  14,'16,  18,  20,  22,  24,  27, 
@ The limit values given for NDI, NCI and NTI mean there is a maximum of 10 possible isopleth 
values with a maximum of 3 critical pollutant  levels (air quality  standards) within the 10. The 
total  number of values is input in  the  tens and hundreds  positions and the  number of critical 
pollutant  levels is input in the  units position. 
0 IZMdD is a 3 digit integer where any one of the three digits can be an integer from 0 to 6 or the 
integer 9. See  Section B. 2 for a complete explanation of IZMdD. 
@I If these parameters are input, both bottom and top values are input respectively for each new 
layer in the  layer  step change. 
@ ZLIM is automatically calculated if IZMOD contains a 5 (Model 5). 
B. 4 DATA INPUT FORMAT 
This  Program  uses  the FORTRAN NAMELIST method to input data. Input 
data  must  be  in a specific  form in order to be  read  using a NAMELIST list. The 
first character in each  card to be  read  must be  blank. The first card  in  the NAME- 
LIST list contains the NAMELIST name NAM2 preceded by the  character $ or &. 
The last  card in the NAMELIST list contains $END (&END) to terminate  the list. 
The form of the  remaining  data  items in  the list may  be: 
a. VmiabZe Name = Constant - The oariabZe name may be a subscripted 
array name or a single variable name. Subscripts must be integer constants. The 
cons ta t  may be integer, real o r  Hollerith (nH aZphanwneric characters) data. 
b. h y  Name = Set 06 C o ~ b ; t a n t 6  (separated by commas) - The akf~ag 
m e  is not subscripted. The def: 0 6  CUM- consists of constants of the type integer 
o r  real. The number of constants  must  be less than or equal  to  the array  size. 
Successive  occurrences of the  same  constant can  be represented in the form k* 
cuv&tautt. 
The  sequence of the  input  data  parameters  within  the list is not  signifi- 
cant. A more  detailed  explanation of the FORTRAN NAMELIST can be found in 
most FORTRAN language  manuals. All Program input parameters  are  set  to  zero 
prior to input of the first case.  Parameters  that  are not  used or have  default  values 
need not appear  in  the  input  deck. When multiple  cases  are  stacked,  all  parameters 
retain their  values  from  the last case and a r e  changed  only by input. 
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B. 5 FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING FOR THE NASA/MSFC MULTILAYER DIFFU- 
SION  PROGRAM -VERSION 6 
This  section contains the complete FORTRAN source listing of the NASA/ 




























































** NASA/MSFC MULTILAYER  OIFFUSION FROGRAM- V E R S I O N  6 ** 
** ** 
C ** DATA CARD1 (HEAD FOH EACH PASS OF THE PROGRAM UNLESS THE LAST CASE MDL02100 
C ,PROCESSED BY THE PROG HAD THE VARIABLE PIPS SET NON-ZEROMOLQ2200 
C MDL02300 
C NVHCLC - INTEGEH REPRESENTING THE VEHICLE TO BE PROCESSED MOL02400 
C 1= T I T A N  111 Ct 2= SPACE SHUTTLE, 3= DELTA-THOH 2914 MDL02500 
C Y= MlNUTEMAN I I t  5= DELTA-THOR 3914 (11 FORMAT, COL 1) MOL02600 
C 59s NOTE - I F  NVHCLC IS INPUT AS ZERO THE PROGRAM ASSUMES MOL02700 
c THAT WLTIPLE CASES HAVE PEEN STACKED ON MASS MDL02800 
c STORAGE UNIT 1 0  AN0 TAPE OR MASS STORAGE UNIT 12 MPL02900 
C t l Y  ThE PREPROCESSOR, THIS PROGRAM kILL EXECUTE ALL MDL03000 
C OF ThESE CASES SEQUENTIALLY AND AUTOMATICALLY  MOL03100 
C WITHOUT Ni iY  ADDITIONAL  NPUT, ALL VARIABLES ON MOL03200 












































































ONE BLANK CARD. MOL03400 
MOL03500 
MOL03600 
NSNuC - SOUNDING HOUR (00-24) ( I 2  FORMAT, COL 8-91 MOL03700 
NMOLDC - MOUEL. r4UMaER (13 FORMAT, COL 10-12) MDL03800 
I~EMEMB~R TO INPUT  THIS NUMBER EXACTLY L I K E  THE MOL03900 
OATA FROM MASS STORAGE, MOL04100 
NPLNTC - NUMBER REPRESENTING THE POLLUTANT, l=HCLr 2=CO, MOL04200 
3=CO2, b ~ ~ l - 2 0 3  (I1 FORMAT, C O L  13) MDL04300 
INUNT - DATA UNPUT W I T  NUMBER, I F  INciNT I S  0 THE PROGRAM SETS I T  MOL04400 
TO 10 AND ASSUMES  THE CASE IDEKTIFIED R Y  THIS CARG DATA  MDLOMOO 
I S  TO Bk FOUNU ON MASS STORAGE UNIT 1 0  AND TAPE OR MASS MOL04600 
STORAGE UNIT 12, THE PROGRAM THEN READS THIS DATA AND ALSOMOL04700 
REAQS NAMELIST NAM2 FROM THE CARD REAOER FOR ANY UPDATES MOL04800 
OH MOUIFICATIONS TO THE CASE. I F  INUNT IS 5 THE  PROGRAM MDL04900 
CAR0 READER* (I2 FORMAT P COL 79-80)  MDL05100 
PREPHocESSOR PRIkTS I T  I F  USING PREPROCESSOR INPUT MDLOYOOO 
READS ALL REMAINING DATA THROUGH NAMELIST NAM2 V I A  THE MOL05000 
MOL05200 
MOL05300 
NAMELIST NAM2 INCLUDES THE VARIABLES 0 TESTNO,ISKZP,NXS,NYS,NZSt MliL05400 
N U I , N C I , N P T S , N T I ~ T I ~ N V S ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Y Y ~ Z ~ D ~ L ~ ~ ~ E L Y ~ Q , U ~ A R K , S I G A K ~ S I G E K ~ M D L ~ ~ 5 O O  
S I G X O , S I G Y O , G A M ~ A P ~ ~ I G Z O ~ A L P H A , R E T A ~ Z ~ K ~ T I ~ A V ~ T ~ E T A ~ ~ T A U K ~ T A U O K ~  MOL05600 
H ~ X ~ Y , X R Z , X , ~ R Y , X L R Z ~ Z Z L , I Z M O D ~ G E C A Y ~ T l M l ~ B L A M ~ A , ~ l ~ C I ~ T A S ~ ~ Z L I M ~  MOL05700 
H~,PERCBIV~,VS~PERC,ACCUR,ALP~~,BETL,TA~L,TAUOL,ZR~,U~ARL,SIGAL,  MOL05800 
RASTIN,XSIZ~ ,YSIZE,XCIZE,YCIZE,TEMPK,TEMPL~~SW~~VHCL~METDAT~NSND~ MOL06000 
NMO&,NPLl\iT (SOME OF THESE VARIABLES ARE AUTOMATICALLY SET BY THE MOL06100 
SIGEL,THETAL,NPS,~AMCUS,SCL,XMAXIN,YMAXIN, ISW~X~AXJ~,YMAX~N, MDL05900 
PHOGRAM,  CONSULT THE DOCUMENTATION BEFORE PROGRAM USE) MOL06200 
MDL06300 
SEE SUBROUTJNt TAPEIN AND  REAUER FOR INPUT DATA  CODING MOL06400 
MOL06500 




ISKIP= PROGRAM cO~UTHOL OPTIONS C1OLO7000 












































































Z = BOUNUAKY Ht IGHTS OF LAYEkS (METERS) MOL07200 
Q = SOURCE STHENGTti I h  LAYER MDL07300 
UUAH = CALCULATE0 THAhSPOKT SPEED I N  LAYER MOL07400 
ALPHA  LATfiRAL POWER LAW EXPAESION  CO FFICIENT  MDL07500 
6 t T ~  = VERTICAL POWER LAk EXPPNSlON  COEFFICIENT  MUL07600 
SlGYO = STANDARU GEVIATIOh OF THE LATERAL SOURCE D1F:ENSIQN (METER)MDL07700 
S ~ G A P  = CALCULAPEi, LATERAL  DIFFUSION  COEFFICIENT IN LAYER MOL07800 
SIGXO = Sl'AhDARL  DEVIATIObi OF THE ALOlvG WING SOURCE DIMENSION MDL07900 
(METEHS)  MOL08000 
DtLTHP = CALCULATtu WIND OIRECTIO~ SHEAR Ih'LAYER  MOL08100 
SIGLO = S T A N O A ~ D  EVIATION OF THE VEHTICAL SOURCE UIMENSION MDL08200 
( I~ETEHS ) MOL08300 
S ~ G E P  = CALCULATED  VERTICAL DIFFUSION  COEFFICIENT  MDL08400 
G R I D  SYSTEbi (METERS) MOL08600 
D E L I  = AZIMUTH  bEAHING FROM 0 DEGREES NORTH TO SOURCE Ih LAYER MOL08700 
(DLGREES) MOLOlj8OO 
THETA = CALCULATED MEAN WIND CIRECTION IfJ LAYER MDl.08900 
ILMW = MODEL OH MODELS TO USL I N  LAYER MDL09000 
OLLu = CALCULATED k I h D  SPEED SHEAR MUL09100 
ZZL = CALCULATION HEIGHTS Ih LAYER MDL09200 
DOS = CALCULATEU VALUE OF DOSAGE MOL09300 
CON = CALCULATELJ  VAL E OF CONCENTRATION MDl.09400 
PEAkD = PART OF DOSAGL EQbATIOFJ  MULO9500 
X X  z RANGE TO CuLCULATION POINT OF THE POLAR COORUINATE REFERENCE MDL09600 
GRID  SYSTEM (PIETLRS) MliL09700 
Y l  = AZIMUTH tjEARlN6 FROM 0 DEGREES NORTH TO CALCULATION  POINT OF MOL09800 
THE POLAR  COOKGIl\iATE  REFER NCE GRID MOL09900 
LA1 = LATERAL TtIHbl O F  DOSAGE EQUATION MaLlOOOO 
VLR = VERTICAL T t R M  OF DOSAGE EQUATION  MOL10100 
VhEF = RiFLECTLON TERI\I OF DOSAGE EQUATION  MDL10200 
DELX = RANGE TO SOURCE IN LAYER RLLATIVE TO O R I G I h  OF REFERENCE  MDLO85OO 
T = SOURCE EMISSION Tib1E IR LAYER FOR GRAVITATIONAL DEPI (SEC)MDL10300 
TliSTNO = METEDRGLQGICAL CASE INFORMATION  MOL10400 
C I  = COiCfiNTKATION ISOPLETH  VALUES OF INTEREST  MOL10600 
T i  E TIME MEAlv COhCLNTRATION VALUES OF INTEREST FOR ISOPLLTHS  MDL10700 
SIGZ = CALCULATtD STAhDARD DEVIATION OF THE VERlICAL DOSAGE MDLl.0800 
DISTRIB~UTIGN MUL10900 






















































I L K  = INdEX O h  NEh LAYERS.AFTEH TIME TAST MUL12600 
NXS = NO OF A COGEDIhATES MOL12700 
NYS = NO OF Y COORCIIIJATE~  MDL12800 
hZS = NO OF LAYEh tjOljhDARIES MOL12900 
NLI z NO OF UOSAGE ISOPLLTHS  MGL13000 
NCI = NO OF COI~CEIJTHCI~ION ISOPLETHS  MOL13100 
I I T I  E NO OF T A P ~ L  MEAN COtuCENTHATIUh ILOPLETHS  MOL13200 
NPTs f NO OF CALCULATION hEIGhTS  ZZL  MDL13300 
RAD = P I / 1 8 0  MDL134,QO 
NivL = N Z S "  hO OF LAYERS MGL13500 
ITOp = TOP OF N E I ~  LAYER AFfEk TAST I N  TERMS OF OLC, LAYER STRUCTUF"L13600 
IbO] '= 83T'roI~l  OF NL.W LAYER AFTER  TAST Ih TERWS OF OLD LAYER- MDL13700 
sTt4U~TUtit ( I T O P  AND IBOT INDEXES) MOL13800 
XAST = CALCULATE DISTANCE TO 7AST MUL13900 
SLGXNK = SIGx OF hEw LAYER STHUCTURE MOL14000 
T l M l  = TINE OF STAKT OF RAIN (SECONDS) MDL14200 
ZLIM = MAXIMUP;  H t l G H T  OF WASHOUT MOL14300 
kAshOu = CALCULATL NASFOUT AT GROUNL, MLjL14400 
1 FOR & A R K  I S  ASSUMED AT ZRK (WETERWSEC)  MGL14600 
BLAihDA=LAABbA= U~ASFIGUT COEFFICIENT MOL14100 
UbAdK = WItUL; SPLEL, A T  EACh  LAYEH tiOiJNirAHY, LGkEK UO~JNDARY OF LAYEHMOL145OO 







































LAYER 1 FOK SIGAK IS ASSUMED  AT ZRK. (DEGREES) MDL14800 
SlGcK = SIGEP ( I N I T I A L )  AT EACH LAYER BOUFUDARYt LOWLR BOUNDARY OF MOLl49OO 
LAYLR 1 FOR SPGEK IS ASSUMED  AT ZRK (DEGREES) MOL15000 
ZHK = REFERENCE HEIGHT I N  SURFACE LAYER (METERS) MDL15100 
ThE‘rAK = NUIFUD UJRECTIOL A T  LAYER BOUNbARIES (DEGREES) MDL15200 
TAU& = T IMk  i r ;  SL(;ONUS REQUIRED FOR LATERAL CLOUD STAGILZZATION  MOL15300 
TAUUK = SAbiPLING  PERIOD I N  SECONDS AT THE TOP OF THE LAYER MtL15400 
DLCuY = DLCAY COEFFICIEhT I N  COSAGE EGUATION MDL15500 
U ~ A R L  = WIND SPfED AT BOTTOM  AND TOP VF EACH NEW LAYER AFTER LAYERMOL15600 
CHAILGE ( METEKS/SEC 1 MOL15700 
S ~ G A L  = SICAP AT GOTTOVI Ah0 TOP OF EACH NEW LAYER AFTER LAYER  MDL15800 
CHANGE (ljjEbRkES) MOL15900 
SIGrL = SIGEP A T  BOTTOM AND TCiP OF EACH NEW LAYER AFTER LAYER MOL16000 
ZkL = REFkRENCL HEIGHT I N  SURFACE LAYLR OF NEW STHUCTURE (METERS) MOL16200 
ThETAL = WIt DIRLCT1Ot.l AT BOTTOM Ah0 TOP OF EACH NEW LAYER AFTER MOL16300 
T N L  z TIME -1rJ SkcONljS FOR LATERAL CLOUD STAEIL IZATION I N  NEW MDL16400 
L A Y k R  STRUcTUF-tE MDLl6500 
TAUoL I TiMk AN SECOhLjS OF SAMPLIiLG PERIOD AT  TOP OF NEW LAYER MDL16600 
JbOT = INPUT LAYER luUNBER OF BOTTOM OF NEh LAYER STRUCTURE MOL16700 
R E L A T N E  T O  OLD IWL16800 
JIOP = INPUT LAYER NUF.;BER OF TOP O f  iJEW LAYEK STRUCTURE MDL16900 
RELATXVE T O  OLU MOL17000 
vs = SLT’iLli?icj VELOCITY I N  GRAVZTATIONAL DEPOSIJIOIv MODEL MDL17100 
PERc = FREGUENCY OF VS MDL17200 
ACCUR = DESIRED ACCURACY COEFFICIENT t.45) INSURES  THAT GROUNL, MDL17300 
DEPOSITrON FHOFl NXCI PO1.NT SOURCES I N  ThE LAYER VARIES  MOL17400 
LtSb THAN TEN PERCENT FROM bEYOSITIOt4 EXPECTED FROM A MDL17500 
VERTICAL LIhE SOURCE I N  THE LAYER, FOR (,32) REUUCEO  TO MDLl7600 
F i V t  PEHCLhT MDL17700 
VU = SETTLIl‘iG  VELOCITILS FROM A BURST GR DESTRUCT IN LAYER NNZ MPL17800 
PLRcb = FKEwUctJcY OF \ &  MOL17900 
hb = H L I G H I  (,+ f&HSl’ (FlETEttS) MCiLl8OOO 
Pc;.‘v\ih = CALCULATED NIhD SPEED POWER LH$/ EXPONENT MULlSlOO 
QYWR = CALCULATEU S I M P  POWEk LAW EXPONENT MOL18200 
M W H  = CALcULATELj SIGAP POWEFi LAh EXPONENT MOL18300 
NVS = NWbEti OF SETTLING  V LOCITIES VS MOL18500 
WANGE (CiEGHELES) MDL16100 







































Nub = NUMljEK OF SETTLING  V LOCITIES V8 MOL18600 
DEP = TEMP STORAGE MOL18800 
YbAhy = CALCUiATEL CORRUINATE OF POZNT ON CLOUD AXIS OF VS  AT MOL18900 
IivTERSEcTIOh  CITH G R O U ~ O  (DEPOSITJOk)  MOL19000 
X ~ A H X  z CALCULATEG CORRDIFvATE OF POINT OIL CLOUD A X I S  OF VS AT MUi19100 
I ~~T~RSECTION ~ I T H  GROuh’D (DEPOSITION) MOL19200 
UbARNK = CALCULATEO WIND SPEED (DEPOSITION)  MDL19300
&TANK = CALCULATED  BETA (DWOSJTIoh)  MOL19400 
ALPHNK = CALCULATED  ALPHA (DEPOSITION) MDL19500 
SQBAR = TEMP STORAGE MDL19600 
A M  = ANGLE TO POINT XBAhXvYBARY (DEPOSITION) MDL19700 
NACJ = IVUMBER OF POINT SOURCES IN LkYER (DEPOSITION) MOL19800 
E P r q  =  CALCULATE^ VALUE OF GRAVITATIONAL  DEPOSITIOh  MOL19900 
SXGyNK = S I G Y  Of NEh LAYEh STkUCTURE JN CALCULATION OF DOSAGE AND MOL20000 
I 1  = IWtX Olu VS; AhL vb MOL18700 
CONCkNTRkiTIOhi 
SIGtNK = CALCULATED SIGEf‘ (DEPOSITIUN) 
SSGANK = CALCULATED SIGAP  (DEPOSITION) 
TiMAV = CONCEiqTHATION AVEkAGING TIME (SECONDS) 
A’VCON : AVERAGE CONCEiuTRATION 
PASSTM = TIME OF CLOUG PASSAGE 
AVMXCN = MAXIMUFi AbERAGE CONCENTRATIOh 
XdY 5 DISTAIJCE,  OWNhiTNO FROM THE VIKTUAL POINT SOURCE OVER 
XRZ = DISTAIUCE DOWNNIND FROM THE VIRTUAL  POINT SOURCE OVER 
XLRy = DISTANCE FHOM  TRUE SOURCE TO POINT OF MEASUREMENT OF 
WHICH RECTILIhEAR EXPANSION OCCURS LATERALLY (METERS) 
WHICH H ~ c T I L I ~ E A R  EXPAhSION OCCURS VERTICALLY (METERS) 
SIGYO (METERS) 
SIGZO (METERS) 
XLRZ z DISTAi4CE FROM TRUE SOURCE TO POINT OF MEASUREMENT OF 
GAMMA = FRACTION OF MATERIAL REFLECTED AT THE  SURFACE (Z1 FOR 
COMPLETE REFLECTION, = O  FOR h0 REFLECTION) 
CAMMAP = 1,iJlGAlvtMA 
SCL - MAP SCALE; FACTOR IN INCHES FOR ISOPLETH PLOTS, I F  THE MAP NAMCAS 3 SPECIAL CASE I D E ~ J T I F I C A T I O N  SNFORMATIOh 
SCALE FuCTOR IS 1 INCH = 24000 INCHES THEN  SCL WOULD  BE 
INPUT AS 24000, ( I F  0 ThE PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE SCL) 
ISW - SWITCH FOK MAXIMUM CENTERLINE PLOTS, I F  SET TO 0 OR 2 





























































XMAXSN - MAXIlviUivl A L O N W I ~ D  ISTANCE FROM ThE LAUNCH S I T E  FOR MOL22500 
MAKXMUM CENTEFiLIt\iE PLOTS (METERS) (IF 0 PROG CALCULATES)  MOL22600 
XMAAIN - M A ~ I I W I Y  ALONGNINU DISTANCE FNWI THE  LAUNCH S I T E  F O R  MDL22700 
ISOPLtTHS (1"IETEHS) ( I F  0 PROGRAM CALCULATES) MOL22800. 
YPIAXIN - r'iAXIiqUM CROSS\rJIND DISTANCE FOR ISOPLETHS  (METERS) ( I F  0 MOL22900 
PRUGhAM CALCULATES)  MOL23000 
YHAXJN - MAXIrJlUCl NW3LR OF L O G  CYCLES FOR THE VERTICAL A X I S  OF MOL23100 
THE MAXIMUM CENTERLINE PLOTS IF ISk = 0 OR 2, OR, MAXIMUMMUL23200 
VALUE OF THE VERTICAL  AXIS I F  ISW = 1, (IF 0 PROGRAM MOL23300 
CALCULATES) MDL23400 
TtMPK - VIRTUAL  POTENlIAL TEMPERATURE AT EACH LAYER BOUNDARYI THISMOL23500 
AHRAY IS USEG TO SEE 1F THERE I S  A NEGATIVE  LAPSE  RATE  MDL23600 
II\ THE LAYER, THE PRO6 CHECkS TO SEE IF THE WIhD SPEED MOL23700 
SHEAR IS NEGATIVE, IF I T  IS Ah9 ALSO THE LAPSE kATE IS MDL23800 
NLGATiVt; THE PROGRAM USES THE  ABSOLUTE  VALUE OF THE SPEED MOL23900 
%EAR , I F  THE SPEED  SHEAR IS NEGATIVE ANU THE LAPSE  RATE  MDL24000 
I S  POSITIVE OR TEMPK IS NOT IhPUT THE PROGRAM USES 0 MIND MUL24100 
SPEED SHEAR, MDL24200 
TEMPL VIRTUAL  POTENTIAL TEMFEHATURE AT EACH LAYER BOUNDARY OF MPL24300 
TrJE NLW LAYER STRUCTURE, MOL24400 
RASTZN = 'THt lLUivlBER OF RASTER  COUNTS PER INCH ON THE SC4020 F O R  MOL24500 
ISOPLETH AIIO MAXIMUM CENTER LINE PLOTS. MOL24600 
X5IzE c ThE I\IUMUEH OF RASTER  CGUNTS 014 THE SC4020 IN THE X OR MDL24.700 
~ ~ O F ~ I L O P ~ T A L  PLOT A X I S  (EAST-WEST), FOR ISOPLETHS MDL24800 
YSIZE = THE NUMbER GF RASTER COUNTS OIJ  THE SC4020 I N  THE Y OH MOL24900 
VCRTICAL, (hGRTH-SGUTH) PLOT AXIS FOR ISOPLETHS MDL25000 
ALOhGwJ(\cD HORIZONTAL A X I S  FOR MAXIMUM CENTERLINE PLOTS, MDL25200 
YLILE 5 THE NbMbEH GF &ASTER COUNTS ON THE SC4020 Ih THE VERTICAL  MDL25300 
AXIS FOR ClAXIMUM CENTERLINE PLOTS MOL25400 
NVHCL = smk A s  NWHCLC; MOL25500 
MtTuAT = SAME AS ~ I E T D T C  MOL25600 
NSNL, = SAME AS IUSNUC MOL25700 
NFIOCJL = SAME AS NFIuDLC MDL25800 
NPLNT z SAME AS NPLhTC MDL25900 
MDL26000 
MDL26100 








































IF (KSN(1) .LE. 0 )  GO TO '5 MDL30000 
C EXECUTE GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION MODEL MDL30100 
CALL DEPOS MOL30200 
GQ TO 700 MOL30300 
5 CONTINUE MOL30400 
IF (ISKIP(2) *LE. l*AhDaISKIP(3) *LEI 1) 69 TO 6 MDL30500 
I F  (MBR rEQ, 5 )  GO f O  6 MOL30600 
CALL IDENT(35tfhAHO COPY, 1 EACH, PLUS F ILK ' )  MOL30800 
CALL SETMIV(O,O,O,O) MOL30900 
6 CONT SNUE MOL31000 
00 8 1 ~ 1 ~ 3  MDL31100 
8 C ~ A M X ( I )  = 0.0 MOL31200 
ILK = 1 MDL31400 
DO 10 ~ ~ 1 ~ 4 1  MOL31500 
DO 10 1=1,41 MOL31600 
MaR = 5 MDL30700 
I F  (XSKIP(5 )  r E Q *  I * A I ' J D , I S K I P ( ~ )  rEQ. 1) C G A M X ( 1 )  = 14.0 MUL31300 
10 Di iPN( I ,J )  = 0.0 MOL31700 
20 CONTINUE MOL31800 
KTK = 1 MOL31900 
K = l  MOL32000 
NYS5 = NYS MOL32100 
IMB = 0 MOL32200 
IFG = 0 MDL32300 
DO 500 KKZ1,NNZ MOL32400 
WRITE (6,903) KK MOL32600 
WHITE (69Yo4)  MOL32700 
IF (KK ,NE. 1) GO TO 92 MDL32800 
WHITE (6 ,905)  .Q(KK),ZRK,UBARK(KK),UBARK(KK+l),SIGAK(KK)~S~GAK(KK+lM~L32gOO 
2THETAK(KK),TMETAK(KK+l) ,Z(KK),ALPHA(KK),BETA(KK),H~OELX(KK),  MDL33100 
3 D E L Y [ K K ) ~ I Z M O D ( K K ) , T I M ~ ~ Z L I M , L A M B D A , T I M A V ~ X R Y , X R Z , X L R Y , X L R Z  MOL33200 
4vGAMMAP(1) MOL33300 
GO TO 93 MDL33400 
92 CONTINUE MOL33500 
WHITE (6,918) Q ( K K ) , U U A R K ( K K l , U B A R K ( K K + l ) , S I G A K ( K K ) , S 2 G A K ( K K + l ) ~  MOL33600 
C *** LIST INPUT PAKAMETERS s** MDL32500 
















































JF z NNZ+ILK-1 
CALL TESTR(KTK)  
*** GENERAL GRID PATTERN  CALCULATIONS *** 
IF (KSN(2 )  ,LE, 0 )  GO TO 145 
IF (IFG ,EQ, 1 )  GO TO 500 
GO TO 148 
CONTINUE 
IF (K ,GT, NPTS) GO TO 500 
I F  (ZZL(KI-L(KKt1)) 1 4 8 , 5 0 0 ~ 5 0 0  
MOLS = MODLS(KK) 











































































































































































































Y 2 *  
Y 3 *  
Y 4 *  
Y 5 *  
Y 6 *  
Y 7 *  
Y,8* 
Y 9 *  
r U O *  
L U l *  
lU2* 
AU3 *  
1U4* 
ius*  
A U ~ *  
iu7*  
1 U 8 *  
110* 
























R D R l 6 7 0 0  
lil~R16800 



































































































































R b R 3 0 1 0 0  
ROR30200 


























s o *  






























R O R 3 1 9 0 0  










































































































































































































174 z le* 
h3 19r 
20* 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































l Y 3 *  
LY4*  
i Y 5 *  
Ayb* 
i Y 7 *  
A%* 
iYY* 













~ 1 3 *  






























































































































Z l *  
224 
23* 




















































7 S r  
76* 


























































































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE PRTTTLt VERSIOiv 6 ,  REVISION 0 
S~~BKOUTINE PRTTTL(NWD,LINEStLI~E,A,B,ZB,ZT) PRTOOlOO 
DIMENSION  LANJE(1) PRT00300 
DATA IB/1H1/tJB/lti / PHT00400 
N I B  PHT00500 
C T H I S  SUBRuUTINE PRINTS THE PAGE HEAOIivC PfTTOOPOO 
L l N € S  = 3 PRT00600 
N1z 1 PRT00700 
NE = 1 5  PRT00800 
WriITE (6,501 N , ( L I N E ( i ) t I = N l t N 2 )  PRTOlOOO 
LINES = LINkSt l  PRTOllOO 
10 IF (N2 , G T e  NhD) 142 = NWD PRT00900 
1\1 = 38 PRT01200 
I F  (N2 ,GEQ N I J D )  GO TO 20 PRT01300 
N1 N2+1 PRT01400 
Ni: =; N2+15 PHT01500 
GO TO 10 PRT01600 
20 IF ( A  ,GEl 0,O) WHITE (6,801 PRT01700 
LINES = LINESt1   PRT01800 
WfiITE ( 6 ~ 6 0 )  PHT02000 
LINES = L I N E S + l  PRT02100 
\(rKITE (6,701 PHT02300 
LANES = LXN&S+l PRT02400 
40 K R I T E  ( 6 ~ 9 0 )  LBtZT PRT02500 
LLNtS = LXNES+l  PHT02600
RiiTURN PRT02700 
50 FORMAT (A1~19Xt15A6)  PKT02800 
60 FORNAT (42X,I)Sti(DECAY tiAS 8EEh INCLUDED IK THE CALCULATIONS)) PRT02900 
70 FURMAT (33X,64H(PHECIF'ITATION SCAVENGING HAS BEEN IMLUDED I N  THE PkTO3000 
1CALCULATIONS)) PHTOSlOO 
60 FORMAT ( 1 PRT03200 
IF ( A  ,LE, 0 1 0 )  GO TO 30 PBT01900 
30 I F  (B ,LE, O a O )  GO T O  40 PRT02200 
90 FURHAT  (34Xp37HCALCULATIONS APPLY TO THE LAYER FROM t F 7 r 2 ~ 4 H  TO tFPRT03300 








































SU~ROUTINE; VRTCLE, VERSION 6 ,  REVISION 0 
SUBROUTINE VRTCLE(KS,JK,KS~,ISTOR,ISKlP5,~CV~IF~G4) VRTOOlOO 
DLMLNSION KSW(l),ISTOR(l) VRT00200 
COMMON /LULL&/ J 1 ( 9 ~ , J 2 ( 4 ) r J 3 ~ 4 B ) , J 5 ( 6 ) , 3 7 ( 3 ) r J 8 ( 1 6 ) ~ J 9 ( 1 3 ) ~ J l O ~  VRT00400 
1 3 4 ( 1 2 ) , J 1 1 ( 2 ) , U N I T ( 1 5 )   V R T 0 0 5 0 0  
DATA NPH/SH f'Ht1H VRT00700 
I F  (SM ,GTI 1) GO TO 20 VRT00800 
11 = 31 VRT00900 
IF (KSk(2)  ,GT, 0 )  GO TO 10 VHTOlOOO 
10 I2 = 11+4 VRT01200 
GO TO 82 VRT01400 
DlMtNSiON NPH(2) VRT00300 
INTkGER UN I T VRT00600 
I1  19 VHTOllOO 
IS ; 0 VHT01300 
30 I1 E 1 VRT01600 
I2 = 3 VRT01700 
40 I1  = 7 VHT01900 
IZ = 0 VRT02000 
IS = 3 VHT02100 
GO TO 81 VRTO2200 
50 I1 = 13 VRT02300 
12 = 17 VRT02400 
GO TO 80 VHT02500 
60 I1 = 37 VRT02600 
I d  = 40 VRT02700 
20 GO TO ( 3 0 , 4 0 , 5 0 , 6 0 , 7 0 ) ~ K S  VRT01500 
GG TO 80 VRT01800 
I 3  = 6 VRT02800 
GO TO 82 VRT02900 
70 11 z 43 VAT03000 
12 47 VRt03100 
80 I 3  3 0 VRT03200 
82 ISTUR(1 )  = ~3(4) VRT03400 81 IF (ISKP5 ,EQ, 4) i 3  = I 3 t 9  VRT03300 
Do 90 I=II,I2 ViiT03500 









































































































N M B O O ~ O O  
N M B O O ~ O O  




























































































t r  
8* 
9* 























































SUBROUTINE INTOUT, VERSION 6 ,  REVIS ION 0 








































































































































































~ 1 ~ ~ 1 3 4 0 0  
BRK15100 








































































































































































































A U l *  
l02* 
103r 
i 0 4 *  











50 TlvlP~l = i,O/(Z(k+l)-Z(N)) $GPO7500 
S 5 ( ( D T H K ( N t l ) - D T H K ( ~ ) ) * T M P Q l ) * ( Z H c Z ( N ) ) + D T H ~ ( ~ )  SGPO7600 
SI = S I N ( S ) - S i N ( D T H K W )  SGPO7700 
I F  (N .EQ, 1) GO IO 52 SGPO7900 
U ~ H K  = ( ~ U B A R K ( N + l ) ' U B k R K ( N ) ) * T M P ~ l ) * O o 5 * ( Z H - Z ( ~ ~ ) + ( O o 5 ~ U ~ A R K ~ N ) ~  SGP08000 
GO TO 54 SGPO8100 
52 UbHK = R B ~ ~ ( U B A R K ( ~ ) P P U R P Z H ~ Z H K )  56POe200 
54 CQNTINUE SGPO8300 
S = DTHK(N+I)-DTHK(N) SGPO8400 
53 S = UBHK/(VV*S*TMPQl) SGPO8600 
XBAHX = XBAHXt(S1*S)  SGPO8700 
YbAHY(I2) = Y B & R Y ( I Z ) + ( S 2 * ( - S ) )  SGP08800 
55 CONTINUE SbP08900 
IF ( X B A R X )  5 7 ~ 5 6 ~ 5 7  SGPO9000 
56 I F  ( Y B A R Y ( 1 L ) )  57~58~57 SGPO9100 
57 A I U G ( I Z )  A T A N ~ ( Y B A H Y ( I Z ) P X B A H X )  SGPO9200 
GO TO 6 0  SGPO9300 
59 U i l A R N K ( I Z )  = U6hK SGPO9500 
GU TO 62 SGPO9700 
60 I F  (XBPIRX) 6 1 ~ 5 9 ~ 6 1  S6P09800 
61 SCBAR = S W R T ( X G A R X * X B A R X + Y R A R Y ( I Z ) * Y B ~ R Y ( I Z ) )  SGP09900 
Ut3AkNK(IZ) = SQtjAh*LV/ZH SGPlOOOO 
62 CONTINUE SGPlO100 
RkTURN SGPlO200 
C ENTRY DEPSO ( X P N t IZ 1 SGPlO300 
c SUBROUTINE UEPSO CALCULATES ALL OF THE UEPOSITION EWUATlON EXCEPT SGP10400 
C THE LATERAL TERM SGP10500 
64 ZF = Z Z L ( 1 Z )  SGP10600 
V Y  5 VS(II) SGP10700 
GAMMB = G A M M A ( 1 I )  SGP10800 
xxx = x SGP10900 
PLRK J PEHC(I1) SGPllOOO 
I F  (JF ,EQI 1) GO To 165 SGPlllOO 
ZF I ti6 SGP11200 
52 = C O S W - C O S ( D T H K ( W  SGPO7800 
I F  ( S )  53P55tS3 SGP08500 
58 AhG(J2) = 0 0 0  SGP09400 
SkiBAR = 000 SGP09600 
v v  = va(I1) SGPl1300 
X X X  = X t ( ~ I G Z Q ( N ) / S ~ G ~ ~ ~ K ( I Z ) ) * * ( l . O / B ~ T A ~ K ( I Z ) )  SGP11400 
PERK = PEHCtj(i1)  SGP11500 
165 XKh& = 0.0 SGPl1600 
I F  (GAMMB rGEo 1 . 0 )  GO TO 69 SG;P11700 
Sl = l.O/~STGEN~(lZ)*XXX**BETANK(lZ)) SGP11800 
Sir E VV*XXX/UaARNK(iZ) SGP11900 
53 = -005*S1*S1 SGP12000 
SI, z B E T A N K ( I L ) * ( S ~ - Z F ) ~ S ~  5GP12100 
52 = s2-zf; SGPl2200 
6 = 1.0 SGP12300 
X ~ N K  = -S4*kXP(S2*52*S3) SGP12400 
A = 0.0 SGP12500 
65 A z A+2,0 SGP12600 
S5 = A * Z ( l \ ) + l )  SGP12700 
S6  = S5-52 SGP12800 
S7 I 55+52 SGP12900 
57 5 s7*s7*s3 SGP13000 
56 = SQ*S6*S3 SGPlSlOO 
IF ( A  ,LE. 2 0 0 )  GO TO 66 SGP13200 
IF (S6 .LT, - 1 O . O o A W o S 7  oLTr -1000)  GO TO 67 SGP13300 
66 55 = S5*BEfANh(lZ) SGP13400 
XKNK = XKNK+B*((S5+S4)*EXP(S1)+GAMMB*~S5-S4)*EXp(S6)) SGP13500 
IF (GAFIMB OLE. 0.0) GO TO 67 SGP13600 
B = B*GAMMB SGP13700 
GO TO 65 SGP13800 
67 CUNTINUE SGP13900 
SJGYNK = ~ ~ H ~ ~ ( 5 I G A ~ K ~ l ~ ~ * ( X + X ~ ~ * * A L P H N K ~ ~ Z ) ) ~ ~ 2 + ( S I G ~ ~ K ~ ~ Z ~ * X X X ~ * S G P l 4 l O O  
1BETANK(IZ)*YBARY(IZ)/ZF)**2) SGP14200 
IF (SIGYNK ,LE. 0.0) GO TC 69 SGP14300 
DEP = Q ( N ) * P E R K ~ ( I . ~ - G A M ~ B ) * S l * ~ K ~ K / ( b , 2 8 3 l 8 5 3 ~ ~ I ~ Y ~ K ~ ~ ~ O ~ T ~ N X ~ I ) * S ~ P ~ 4 4 O O  
1 X A X )  SGP14500 
69 CONTINUE SGPl4600 
RLTURN SGP14700 
C EiVTkY BETAK ( ZH P N P IZ 1 S6P14800 
C SUBROUTINE BETAK CALCULATES EETA NK AND ALPHA NK SGP14900 
68 S 1  = 0.0 SGP15000 




















































































































































































































C R D 0 6 5 0 0  








C R D 0 7 4 0 0  
?7* GO TO 80 
?8* 70 IF ( X  ,LE, X A S T ( M ) + S I G Y )  GO TO 90 
79* 8 0 N = 9  







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































593 Y I ( ~ )  = YY(I-~)+DIF IS534600 
594 CUNTXNUE 1SS3~700  
I F  (KB(L)  *hEa 0 )  GO To 595 15534800, 
NP r. NP+1 I S 3 4 9 0 0  
XX(NP) = X X ( 1 )  ISS35000 
UiF = ABS(YY(l)-YY p4P-l) 1 15535100 
L F  (DIF tGT, 180,O) UIF = 360oO-OIF  IS535200 
YY(NP) = YY(NP-l)+UIF  IS535300 
595 CUNTINUE ISS354OQ 
J F  (NP ,GTe  245)  NP = 245 ISS35500 
IF (KB(L)  ,NE, 0 )  X 1  = OoS*(YY(l)+YY(hP))  JSS35600 
NPI = NP ISS35700 
IER = 1 ISS35800 
600 X X ( 1 )  = ALOe(XX(1)) ISS36000 09 600 I S1,NP ISS35900 
IF (NP ,LTa  6) 60 TG 650 ISS36100 
I F  (JSW ,NE, 0 )  GO T O  650 ISS36200 
C CULC SPLINE COEFFICIEkTS WITH RANGE AS AMPLITUDE AND ANGLE: AS THE IS536300 
c AGSCISSA ISS36400 
CALL S P L I N E ( Y Y , X X , a H , D R ( 1 , 2 ) ~ ~ R ( l ~ 3 ) , D R ( l ~ 4 ) , N P , I E R )  IS36500 
I F  (JER rEQ, 1) GO TO 650 XSS36600 
XPL = (YY(NP) -Y I (1 ) ) /200 .0  XSS36700 
XPL2 = XPL*O,l 15536800 
X P l  = XPL ISS36900 
J = O  iSS37000 
M = l  ISS37100 
YPL = YY(l.)-XPJ. IS37200 
631 YPL = YPL+Xpl  IS537300 
XP1 = XPL2 ISS37500 Zf (YPL ,LEO XL-2eO*XPL) GO TO 632 ISS37400 
IF (YPL eGE, X1+2,O*XPL) XP1 = XPL IS537600 
632 IF (YPL ,LT, Y Y ( M + 1 ) )  GO TO 634 ISS37700 
633 M = M + l  ISS37800 
IF (M e G E a  W )  GO To ti70 ISS37900 
I F  (YPL ,GEe Y Y ( M + I ) )  GO TO 633 ISS38000 
634 Y 1  = YPL-YY(M) 1SS38100 
C C A L C  RANGE AT YPL ISS38200 




















































































































































































































































Y 3 *  
2 Y4* 
w Y5* 
Y 6 *  
Y 7 *  
Y 8 *  



































































































1 5 1  
l 6 *  
17* 
2 l 8 *  
+ 19* 
2O* 


















I L A O O l O O  
ILA00200 
ILA00300 







































































YP = Y B M l  ILA04400 
DO 150 1 = 1 ~ 2  ILAO4600 
IF ( I s h  eEQ, 2) GO T O  70 ILA04700 
X = XST-XANC ILA04800 
GU TO 80 ZLA04900 
7C; L = K -1 ILA05000 
J = l  ILA04500 
x = 9,0 ILA05100 
0 0  IEr = 9 ILA05200 
90 X = X + X I N C  ILA05300 
Iti I 16+1 ILA05400 
IF (IB .LL* 1 0 )  GO TO 95 ILA05500 
It, z 1 ILA05600 
IF (ISW *NE* 2 )  GO T O  95 TLA05700 
TU = 2 ILA05800 
L = L+1 ILA05900 
x = 2.0 ILA06000 
95 CCiNTItdJE ILAOdlOO 
IF (ISb rEQ, 2 )  GO TO 100 ILA06200 
XP = (X-XlUlIru) *SCLX+XLM1 ILA06300 
GO TO 105 ILA06400 
100 XP I (ALOG1O(X*lO,O**L)-XST)*SCLXtXLMl ILA06500 
105 IF (XP ,LTr XLM1) GO T O  90 ILAO66OO 
IF (XP , G T I  XLMl+XSIZEl) GO TO 140 ILAO6700 
IF (IB ,LT. 1 0 )  GO TO 130 ILA07100 
CALL LINEZV(IFIX(XP),IFIX(YP),O,IFIX(TICl)*~) ILA07300 
IF ( ISW e E Q 0  2) GO TO 120 ILA07400 
IB = 0 ILA07500 
I F  (J .LTI 0 )  GO TO 140 ILA07600 
CALL NMBRS ( X t NUM p NCHT) ILA07700 
CALL P R I N T V ( N C H T ~ N U M ~ I F I X ( X P I , S * F L ~ A T ( N C H T ) * C H A ~ F ) ~ I F ~ X ( Y ~ ~ H T ~ ~ I S ~ I L A O 7 9 O O  
11) ILA08000 
Gci TO 140 ILA08100 
120 x = L+1 ILA08200 
IB = 1 ICA08300 
I F  (J .LT. 0 )  GV TO 125 ILA08400 
CALL P R I N T V ( 2 , ' l O ' , I F I X ( X P c 2 , 0 * C H A R F ) , I F I X ( Y P ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ S P ) ~  ILAO67OO 























































































































































































































































































































































































C A L 1 1 . 3 0 0  
C A L 1 1 4 0 0  
CAL11500 
CALllBOO 
C A L 1 1 7 0 0  
CALll8OO 
C I i L l 1 9 0 0  
C A L 1 2 0 0 0  
C A L 1 2 1 0 0  
C A L 1 2 2 0 0  
C A L 1 2 3 0 0  
C A L I 2 4 0 0  
C A L 1 2 5 0 0  
C A L 1 2 6 0 0  
CAL12700 
C A L 1 2 8 0 0  
C A L 1 2 9 0 0  
C A L 1 3 0 0 0  
C A L 1 3 1 0 0  
CAL13200 
C A L l 3 3 0 0  
CAl .13400 
C A L 1 3 5 0 0  
C A L 1 3 6 0 0  
C A L 1 3 7 0 0  
C A L 1 3 8 0 0  
CALI3900 
C A L l 4 0 0 0  
C A L l 4 l O O  
C A L 1 4 2 0 0  
C A L 1 4 3 0 0  
C A L 1 4 4 0 0  
G A L 1 4 5 0 0  
CAL14600 
C A L 1 4 7 0 0  
C A L l 4 8 0 0  
C A L 1 4 9 0 0  

















2 0 6 s  
L07* 
b b  Log* 
L l O *  


























































































































































~ ~ ~ 0 0 9 0 0  
M A X O ~ O O O  

































































SUBROUTINE &ourius, ~ E R S I O N  5 ,  REVISION 1 
SbBkOUTINE ~OUNDS(X~ ,Y l ,XLST,YLST)  
COMMON /BiJDS/ XRIT,XLFT#YBOTPYTOP~XPL,YPL 
6 = Y l - A * % I  
I F  ( X 1  ,GTo X R I T )  GO TO 90 
I F  (X1 O L T o  XLFT) 60 T O  60 
I F  ( Y 1  OLT, YUOT) GO TO 20 
C COFjFINE PLOT POINTS I h S I D E  OF AXES 
A = (YLST=Y1)/(XLST-X1) 
YPL = YTOP 
GO TO 110 
10 XPL = (YPL-b)/A 
20 IF ( X 1  ,GTo XHXT) G(J TO 50 
IF ( x 1  ,LT. XLFT) GU TO 30 
YPL = YBOT 
GO TO 10 
30 XPL = XLFT. 
40 YPL E A*XPL+B 
C LUkVER LEFT HAW C U W E H  ASSUME CROSSES XLFT 
IF (YPL rGE0 YBOT) GO TO 110 
C WROkG CROSSES YBOT 
YPL = YBOT 
GO TO 10 
50 XPL = X R I T  
GO TO 40 
C LWkR RIGHT HANU CORNER ASSUME CROSSES XRIT 
O O  IF ( Y 1  O G T o  YTOP) Go 1.0 70 
IF ( Y 1  ,LTo YBOT) ($0 T O  30 
XPL = XLFT 
GO TO 40 
70 XPL = XLFT 
80 YPL = A*XPL+B 
C UPPLR LEFT HAND CORhEfi ASSUME CROSSES XLFT 
IF (YPL ,LEO YTOP) GO TO 1 1 0  
C WRONG CROSSES YTOP 
YPL = YTOP 
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